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ABSTRACT

A proliferation in the variety of treatment oPtions

available have presented health care ProfessionaÌs ¡rith

complex ethical situations whose resolution may be

stressfuL These situaLions may be esPecially difficult for

nurses due to their relative Place in the hospital

bureaucracy. Conflicting loyalties and resPonsibilities to

licensinS bodies, employing inst,itutions, Physicians, other

nurses, patients and their famÍlies render nurses especia)"IV

prone to suffer fnoral distress, a feelinS of Psychological

disequÍLibrium.

A descripLive correl-ational design was used to exPlore

the degree to which NICU nurses exPerience moral distress in

carrying out their day*Lo*day patient care resPonsibiLities.

As t^¡eII, the relationship bett¡een frequency of exposure to

ethically*charged patient care situations and Lhe degree of

moral distress experienced was examined.

Heasurement instruments included the Horal Distress

Scale and a Biographical Data Sheet, t^lilkinson's (L9e7/ee)

Mora] Distress ModeL provided Lhe concePtual framewor k for

the study.

Seventy-nine nurse resPondents rePorted experiencing a

moderately hish degree of moral distress when carrYLng out

,LtI



their daÍly responsibilities (mean moral cjislress level s"48

on a scale of one to seven ). lYean moral distress level was

signif icantly posit ively correlated r^rith mean f requency of

exposure to the 27 clinical situations descr-ibed in the

Moral Distress Scale (r = O.29568, p = Q.OO82).

Prior research has shown that moral distress ma'y result.

in decreased qualit,y of patient care or could contribrrte to
nurses leaving t.heir jobs and perhaps the nursing

professÍon, Data indicate moraL distress is a conceì'n for

nurses in this sample " Recommendations are made for nursi-ng

education, administration and research.

.IV
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CHAPÏER 1

OVERVIEI^J OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

Much has been written about stress in Nursing,

particularry in rntensive care or critical care settings.
ArLícres pubrished, initial.Ly, were anecdotar in nature;

more recentry there have been many emp:lrical attempts ro
study the stress experience in Nursing. Reeaarch, to date,

has focussed on identification and categorization of stress-
provoking sLimuli, quantification of the frequency ano

severity of the stimuli, and on coping mechanisms utitized
by nurses who experience job-reLated slress ( Baifey, steffen
& Grout , 1980 ; Bibbi fi9s , !9a7; MacNei I & t^leisz , !987 ;

Stehle , I9B:-; and Stone, Jebsen, tJaI k & Be1sham, 1994 ).
One area u¡hich is b*ginning to be explored involves the

potentiarly stressful effects of conLroversiaL eLhical

issues which arise in the clinicar area. Ethicarry-chaì.ged

situations often result from the ì-apidly-increasing
capability of technology Ín medicine and health care today
(Buchanan & Cook, 1992; Davis, Lg77; Hastings Center Report,

7947; Kemp, 1985; Murphy, 1983; Oehler, Davidson, Starr &

Lee, t99t; Smith , 1989; ancj Stewart-Amidei , 19BB ). The

greatly-expanded variety of treatment options available
have, at times, presented health care professionals with
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complex ethical situations whose resolution may be

sj:ressful .

These situations may be especiarry difficuLt for nurses

because of their relative place in the hospital bureaucracy

( Buchanan & Cook , !g9Z; Cor1ey & Mauksch , !9g3; Devis &

Aroskar, L97A; de Jong, IgA4; Freedman, 19gOi Kelley, !991;
Lamb , 1985; and t^Ji I ki nson , !9A7 /AB) .

owing to their peculiar position in the health*care
pohJer structure, and because of their conflictins
royarties and responsibirities*-to ricensing bodies,
employing instituLions, physicians, other nurses,
patients, and patients' famiries*-nurses are especialry
prone to suffer moral distress (Uifkinson, IggT/gg, p.

16).

Since nurses frequently must yield to the decisions of other
health care professionals or to bureaucratic rules ( Buchanan

& cook, 7992), their obJn personar values may be compromised.

This compromise may lead to the experience of moral

distress.

The Neonatal ïntensive care unit (rurcu) is an area in
which " rìeh, " treatment options are common . consequentry , one

misht surmise that NTcu nurses are confronted ulith many 
i

ethically-charged situations. It has been suggested that
the stress they may experience as a result of theÍr relative
powerlessness in ethical decision*making could ultimately
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Lead to decreased quatity of patient care (Buchanan & cook,

7992; Fenton , 19BS; Rushton , L992; [.leeks , I97A; and

t¡iLkinson, 19A7/A8) or could conLribule to nurses leaving
their jobs and perhaps the nursÍng profession ( oehler ,

Davidson, starr, & Lee, t99t; [,Jeeks, LgTa; and t^Jirkinson n

te87 /88.) .

ThÍs study will explore ethically*charge,J paLient care

situations and their effects on Nrcu nurses, The research
questions are:

L. To what. exlent do NICU nurses experience moral

distress in carrying out their day*to*day patient
care responsibilitÍes? and,

2. hlhat is the relationship betu,leen frequency of
exposure to ethically-charged situations and the
degree of moral distress experienced?

Def ÍnjLion of Terrns_

For Lhe purposes of this study, the fotlowing terms are

defined as:

stress; a construct designating a broad cLass of events

involving interaction between environmental

stimuli and the adjustive capabiLities of the

organism, evoking some kind and degree of negative

affect ( fear, anxiety, frustration, depressíon,
guilt, etc. ) and marked by strong motivaLion in
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difficult oY impossible situations ( iacobson &

Lawrence, in Jacobson & McGrath, 1983, P-g)-

Ft-hicallv-charsed situations: situations wherein efforts to

preserve and prolong Iife appear to conflict with

the desire to limit suffering. This concept is

borror^led from Mitchell and Rutherford (L987), who

summarize it by stating "sometimes it seems

impossible to separate doins good from doing

harm" (P' 603)-

MoraI di-stress.; the Psychological disequilibrium and

negative feeling state exPerienced when a Person

makes a moral decisictn but does not follow through

by performing the moral behavior indicated bv that

decision (tlif kinson, L987/88, P. 16).

ÇonceptuaJ. Frar¡ewor k

The basic concepL of ethically*charged situations as a

source of stress for NICU nurses Provides a meaningful

context for the study. Judith Wilkinson's Morai DÍstress

F'fodeL (L987/8s) (Appendix A) provides a framework for

examining the nature and effects of stress-provoking ethical

issues in NICU nursing.

t^Jil kinson's model is derived f rom two moral^ distress

equations, which she developed to summarize the findings 6f

her Lheory-generating research.



Exper ience

Mora.L + Moral- Decision + Perceived
situation about rishL action inability to act

= Pai nf ul- f eeJ. i ngs and psychologicaL disequi I ibr ium

Effect
Coping + Frequency = EffecL on = Effect on
behavior of cases wholeness patienL care

Moral dÍstress is defineij as having situational, cognitive,

actiono and feeling dimensions. hlilkinson notes that when a

moraL issue (situaLional- dÍmension) exÍsts, a nurse ruiII

make a decision about the "right" course of action to take

( cognitive dimension ). If there are actual or perceived

contextual constrai nts , the nurse may m<¡dif y her plannecj

response (aclion dimension), which can result in painful

feelings and psychological disequilibrium.

The more detailed Moral- Distress Model clearly

Íncorporates nurses' cognitive, feeling and action sLates

within the context of a stressfu] situation, and offers some

predictions regarding the effects the experience may have on

the nurse, The decision regarding the "right" mora.L course

of action is affected by the nurse's cognitive moral

framework and by feelings of empathy for the patient.

Nursing experience and knowledge of available options wiII
influence the nurse's ability to circurqvent constraints,
possibly allot^ring implementation of the nurse's moral
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decision. Some actual constraints do, however, exist in

most situations, thereby affecLing the nurse's ability to

act. The result may be negative feelings and Psychological

discomfort*-in other words, the exPerÍence of moral

distress.

The model recognizes thaL although moraL distress may

occur, it can be dealt Hith effectively' Effective coPing

behaviors restore a nurse's sense of control and conlribute

Lo a sense of personal and professional wholeness.

Ineffective coping behaviors may result in a nurse feeling

overwhel-med and powerless, contributing Lo a decreased

Cuality of patient care and a corresponding decrease in the

nurse's self-esteem.

This model will guide the researcher to svstematically

investigate various dimensions of the moral distress

experience in Lhe NICU.



CHAPÏER II

REVIEI^J OF _TIIE LITERATURE

Stress in Nursing

AlLhough the stress phenomenon Ín nursing has been

extensively explored, inLerpretation of findinss is

difficulL as investigators have utilized a variety of unique

organizational frameworks. A select group of studÍes wilL

be reviewed, for the purpose of understanding stress in the

Intensive Care or Critical Care setting,
In the 1960's, shortly after InLensive Care Units

(ICUs) became commonplace throughout North America, most

research focussed on Lhe stressful effects of the ICIJ's

physical environment ( Bibbiflgs, L9A7; and Stehle , L98t),,

The almosphere in the TCUs was so different from anything

nurses had experienced bef<¡re, wÍth monitors, complex

machinery, and critically iIl patients, it is undersLandable

that researchers at this time were most interested in

investigating sLressors that were external Lo the nurse,

that is, the environment.

CarnevaJ.e, AnnÍbale, Grenier, Guy and OtLoni (neZ¡

report that environmentally-induced stress was the greatest

source of stress in Lhe Pediatric ICU (pfCU) they sludied.

It was rated more hishlv than patient or famity-induced

sLress by a samP1e ( n = 25) of PICU nurses. The fact Lhat

all subjects worked in the same nursing unit, hohJever,
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limits the generalizabilitv of this finding, as does the

smalL sample size

spoth and Konewko (tgez ) examined the effect of three

categories of stressors on ICU staff: Physical environrnent,

professionaL,/inLerpersonal environment and direct patient

care. Unlike Carnevale et aI., they found that the maiority

of stressors rated as most severe L^Jere in the Patient care

category (n = 24L nurses, from one cardiac ICU, tt¡<>

neurological ICUs and three generaJ. TCUs). Similar results

hrere obtained by Huckabay and Jagla (L979), r¡ho found that

palient care concerns were ranked first in terms of

perceived stressfulness among ICU nurses from six hosPitals

(¡=46)"

It is resuLts such as these , together ulith a grohri ng

familiarity r^rith and adiustment to the IcU environment,

which caused a shifl in focus of ICU stress research from

one of mainly external stressors to internal or

psychological stress<¡rs in TcU nursing. Several internal

stress<¡rs have been identified, includins feelings of

inadequacy (Lewis & Robinson, 7986), exposure to death and

dyins (Bibbings, !987; Fenton, 1988; Jacobson, 197a, Leuris

et a]., t9A6; and Spoth et aI., t9A7) and "PatÍent care"

(Bailey, Steffen & Grout, 1980; and Dewe, ]-989). A

consistent finding is thaL much stress exPerienced by ICU

nurses has its origins in difficulties with interPersonal
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relationships (Bailex et åL, 19SO; and Dewe, 1999),
particularly those invoLving the doctor,/nurse relationship
(gailey et âI., 19Bo; Dewe, Lggg; Jacobson, tgTg; Rodney,

1988; and Summers, 19S9). ALthough none of the studies
cited clearly articulates the precise nature of the problem

with the nurse*physician rel_ationship, Dewe (fgeg) briefly
discusses this issue. she found nurses experienced stress
when thev disagreed with the medicaL treatment prescrÍbed,

when there was inter-professional disagreement regarding hor¡

much informatÍon a patient or family should be given, and

when they felt doctors did not understand socÍal and

emotional needs of their patients.

Rodney ( 19s8 ) reports nurses' frustralion results from

their inabil^ity to intervene on behalf of the patient, she

discusses h<¡u¡ physician orders and hospitar poricies often
ÍnLerfere with nurses' ethical obligations to their
patients. rL seems, then, that differing varue systems are

centrar to the problems with the doctor-nurse relationship,
and that ethical issues often precipitate disagreements.

Grundstein-Amado,s (L992) study corroborates this
theory. She found that in a small (n = 1g) sample of
doct.ors and nurses, the truo groups act out different varues,

motivations, and expectations, and there is a definite
communication gap between them. Nurses were found Lo value

information related tô the patient's feelings, coping
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mechanisms, Iife history and the dynamics of the

relationship beLween the family and the patient. Doctors,

however, were mainly concerned with medical and technical

delaÍls when they aLtempted to construct an accurate picture

of the problem. Grundstein-Amado concludes there is a need

for a nehJ foundation, based on common professionai.

attributes of the two groups, Lo which both groupr are

commiLted .

Davis and Aroskar (tgZe) note "the sheer power stemming

from the free movement accorded to the physician within an

otherurise formal- ( hospital ) bureaucracy sharply contrasts

with the role of the nurse, which is profoundly affected by

her obl-igation to represent continuity of time and p]-ace "

( p. 35-36 ). The authors cornpare professional versus semi*

professional workers. Professiona]-s are seen as part of a

moral community in urhich social links to clients and

colleagues in Lheirs and related professions are needed.

These links provide for acknowledgement of professional

contributions between groups. In contrast, semiprofessional

organizations are more bureaucratic and workers must adhere

Lo ruLes governing not only central work tasks, but various

other extraneous details of conduct on the job.

SemiprofessÍonals tend not to have a strong reference group

orientation to their colleagues, thus they do not see the

generaLized colleague group as a souÍce of norms. They
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become more Hillins to accept an administrative superior ås

such a source, rendering them more likely to conform to

bureaucratic norms. The authors' discuss nurses as an

"oppressed" group of semi-professionals, which has become

submissive as a result of the oppression. If nurses do

passively conform to bureaucratic ¡ìorms, their compromise of

personal values increases the r ir¡;k of experíencing moral

distress.

ËthÍcal IssHes as a. Source of Stress

The dÍfficulty nurses have regarding ethÍcaL issues in

the workplace usually results from their multiple role
oblisations, for exampleo obLigations to the patient, t.he

physicÍan, the employing institution and to themselves

(Beauchamp & Childress, 1983; Beebe & Thompson, t97g;

Benjamin & Curtis, L986; Binder, 1983; Copstead, 1983;

CorLey & Mauksch, L993; Curtin, 1980i Davis, L98ti Davis,

1977; Davis & Aroskar, 1983; Davis & Aroskar, L978i

Freedman n tgAO; GreenIaw, tgAO; Jameton, L9A4; Ketefian,

1985; Lamb, 1985; Lumpp, L979; Mappes, L98I; Murphy, 1983:

Omery, 1985; Penticuff, 79A7 I Rodney, 1989; Rodney, tg87i

Smith & Davis, 1980; and tlilkinson, L9A7/AA). The general

theme of all of these publications is consistent: when tlle

nurse's ouJn moral judsment runs counter to the plan of care

he or she must impLement, Lhe nuì'se experiences stress.
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Solutions to this complex problem wiII be discussed bv

reviewing findinss and viewpoints of severaJ. of the autlrcrs

Iisted above. The vast majority of publications are

editorial articl-es, and are not empirical research. The

nature of the problem lends ilself to editorial debate,

thus review of Lhis type of article cn ethical issues is

most appropriate. As t¡eII, the sm¿II number of studies

published in this area supports the cont-ention that more

research is needed in the area of nursing ethics.

Several authors recommend that when a nurse faces a

choice between obligation to a patient versus obligat.i.on to

a physician or to the organizaLion, obl-igation to Lhe

patient is primary (Benjamin & Curtis, 198ó; Greeniaw, tga)i

Mitchell, C, \994). These auLhors do not, hoarevel-, address

the issue of how nurses cope urith a situation whore t,hey

choose not to fulfilI a fel^t obLigation tc the physician or

the organization. In other words, Lhe deleterious effecf- of

integrity-compromising decisions and/or actions is not

acknowledsed or addressed.

Muyskens (neZ) advocates a carefuL exploralion of a.ny

situation which presents a moral dilemma. The recommended

solution of "the greatest balance of good over evil for aìÌ

persons" (p. 20) is clearly a utilitarian one. Again, Lhere

is no discussion of the anxieLy or unrest caused by Lhe
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compromise of indÍviduaL values.

A multi*dÍsciplinary shared decision-making process is
advocated by several" authors ( Bers & fsler , 1977; Davis,

L977; Harris, C, 1973; Jameton, L9A4; Lo, I9A4; Muyskens,

1982; and Rodney, 1989). Benjamin and Curtis (fgee) Label

this strategy an " integ,-ity-preserving compromise " ( p . l06 )

for nursea. The goal- is to avoid nurses' discomfort in

implementing the medically ordered plan of care , by

invoLving nursing and soLiciting input from that
professional group at the outset of the decision*makins

process. rt is noL cLear , however, from any of the authors

how this laudable goar may be accomplished in the clinicar
aYea.

Benjamin and curtis (1986) briefly address the issue of
conscientious refusar for nurses. This, according to these

authors, must be based on personal sanction, not externa-L

authority. Unfortunately, the effects of such a refusal are

not discussed, nor are the nurse,s feelings and/or coping

mechanisms. Lumpp (L979), a strong advocate of patient.

autonomy and patient advocacy, acknowledges the unique roLe

of the nurse in bioethical decision*makins, concludins that
",..the nurse must be true to the rei.ationship with
( her,zhim )self . This is a situation in which the nurse,s

moraÌ conscience may be in disagreement with the (treatmenl)
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approach, and ( he or she ) may therefore have to wiLhdraul

from the siLuation" (p, eo), Lumpp is one of few authors

who recognize that withdrawal or ccnscienbÍous objectj.on is

a viable alternative" Unfortunately, al^though

"LheoreticalIy, nurses can refuse to be i.nvolved in

treatment plans or procedures with which they

disagree, . . .workplace realit.ies usually preclude this

aLternative" (Degner & Bealon, 19S7, p. SO). In other

words, contextual constraints represent, an important

obstacle for nurses, and at times these may tre

i nsurmountable .

A common situation which invokes feelings of inlense

resentment among nurses is that experienced Hhen nurses musl-

implement aggressive Lreatment regimes ¡¡ith r¡hich they do

not agree ( Degner & Beaton , 1987 ) - Nurses meet u¡ith varyins

degrees of success ulhen they attempt t.o make their concerns

over such matters known to medical staff. This can further

escalate feelings of pohlerLessness that began with Lack of

involvement in t.he initial decision*making phase.

That muLtiple loyalties of nurses contribute Lo

feelings of stress appears to be u¡ell*accepted in the

literature, as it has been described repeatedly (American

Hospital Association, 1985; Bailey 19A6; Beauchamp et aI",

1983; Davis et âl . , 1983 , Fenton , 1988; For,lJ.er , 1989 i Kemp ,

1985; Penticuff, t987; Rodney, 1988; SmiLh, t9B9; Thompson &
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ïhompson , 1981 ; and Hi I ki nson , I9A7 /BA) , Despi Le this
apparent consensus, very feuç studies have been done Lo

explore and/or verify the accuyacy of the asserticn. The

f orLowing section wil-l r eview ernpiricai wor k f ocussi.ns on

negative feelings experi.enced by nurses when Lhey are unabJ.e

to implement what Lhey have decided is Lhe ',righL" moyal^

decision.

Resealch on Moral Distress

t^Jilkinson (ßeZleg) uses Lhe term,'moral_ distress', Lo

rabel the feering experienced by nurses whose moral. varues

are incongruent with those of the decision-makers in the

clinical area. The purpose of her landmark st.udy (the first
to expÌore what the nurse actually does in these situations)
was to investigate the phencmenon of moral distress, as

experienced by staff nurses in hospitals, and to generale

theory regarding the rerationship between rnorar aspecLs of
nursing practice and the quality of patient care. She

Íntervieu¡ed 24 nurses urho identified themselves as having

experíenced moral distress, using generaJ^ open-ended

questions, in an attempt to discover princi.ples i*plied by

experÍences the subjects described. Constant. comparative

data analysis reveared harm to patients ( pain ancJ sufferins )

and treating patients as "objects" (i.e. dehumanizing Lhem)

were frequent themes. constraints to acting out moral
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decisions Hero identified, and further categorized as

internal (e.s. social"ization Lo foLJ.ow orders, futiLity of

past. actions, self-doubt) or external (e.s. physicians, the

1aw, nursing and hospiLal adminisLraLion).

Rodney (fgge) identified similar constraints in her

phenomenoì.ogicaJ- sludy aimed at descríbing nurses' ethicai
perspectives on nursi ng dying patients in a critical care

seLting. Rodney identifie:j a theme of senselessness in

three major areas: a senseless decision-making process,

senselessness in terms of what was being experienced by

patients and family members; and senselessness in Lerms of

Lhe activities nurses found themselves invol-ved in to

implement treatment regimes. "Most of the dilemmas

identified in Lhe nurses' descriptions Nere framed in a

conflict between the nurses' obligatÍon to the physician ancj

institution and her duties to the pat-ient and family"
(Rodney, !987, p. 2L2). There Here many instances of nurses

acquiescing to decisions made by other heai.th care

professionals, r^rith resultant feelings of anger, frustration
and power.Iessness ( Rodney, t987 ) .

t^Jilkinson's ( 1987/85) data suggests ICU nurses may

experience moral distress more frequentLy than nurses from

other clinical areas, and Lhat it may be related to their

leaving critical care nursing. OLder and more experienced

nurses reported a lou¡er incidence of moral distress than
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younger, Ìess experienced nurses (uirkinson, LSBT/gg; ano

Davis, 1981). This findinS may be due to more experienced

nurses' ability to present their perspective anci to persuade

others of its merit, thus influencing cLini.cal decision-
making" It may also be a resuit of older nurses being

socÍalized into a passive role, that is, one of a

subservient ulorker ulhose prime responsibilitv is to foIIow
orders. Ali. subjects in t^Jirkinson'ç study reported strong
negative feerings (anger, frustration and guilt), and the

majority felt Lhat mora.l^ distress h,as detrimentaL to both

their personal and professional "Hholeness', ( e .s . loss of
seJ.f-worth, d*pression). Subjects, when asked to speculate

as to the effect of morar disLress on patient care, were

equa.LLy divided in perceiving patient care as beLLer, worse,

or not affecLed. tdirkinson carls for further research to
investigaLe how the experience of moral distress affects the
quality of patient care.

Fenton (ßgz ) intervÍewed a convenience sampÌe of 10

nurses-*five Intensive Care Nursing (fCru) course

ínstructors, and five rcN course students--with a goal of
understandins Lhe subjective reality of a Iived experience

with moral distress. In her quaLitative study, she found

that the phenomenon was frequently experienced by ICU

nurses, and that nurses' feeLings of distress may remain

unresolved for many years, she speculates that moral
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distress may be an important determining factor in iob

satisfaction and retention of nurses. She calls for nursing

administration and nursing education to acknowledge Lhe

reality of mora.L distress and to assist nurses to resolve

personal conflicLs.

A study by Berger, seversen and cl-¡vataÌ (1997 ) sought

Lo:

"1) determine Lhe frequency with which nuì-ses encounter

specifÍc ethical issues in their practice, and to

examine hor,*r disturbed Lhey are by them;

2) determine the relationship of demographic and ulork-

rel_ated variabLes to frequency and disturbance;

3) identify resources that nurses use to clarify

ethical- issues they encounter; and

4) determine nurses' oPinions of the role of

insLitutional- eLhics committees" (P. 514-515)'

A random stratified proPortional samPle ( 30 Per cent ) was

drawn from four surgical" units, three medical units, three

intensive care units, and nursing administraLion. Subjects

completed a questionnaire deveLoped for the study, the

ELhical Issues in Nursing quesLionnaire - This tool was

based on the ]iterature and PersonaL exPerience of the

researchers and from Practicing nurses and faculty ' Content

vaÌidity was established by a paneL of clinical nurses and

faculLy who reviewed the insLrument for completeness of its
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domain and clarity of the items. ParticiPants raLed 32

items accoì-dins to how frequently they encounter each issue,

then according to how disturbed they felt about each issue.

A Likert-type scaLe was used for each variable, t'Jith values

ranging from O to 4, NexL, subiects rated the overall

frequency of ethicaL issues encountered in their Practice

and their over¿ilI leve] of disturbance. Resources used to

heLp nurses clarify ethical issues Nere idenLified.

Fina]Iy, subjects were asked to provide information about

their institutionaL ethics committee and their oPinions

regarding it.
Findings included a relatively Iow overall frequency

score, indicating that in general , these nurses encountered

feur ethical issues. The five issues encountered most

frequently Nere inadequaLe staffing, prolonging Iife with

heroic measures, inappropriate aIJ-ocation of resources,

dealing with situations ulhere PatienLs are discussed

inappropriately, and dealins with cofleagues' irresPonsible

activ iLy .

The mean ranking of the Level of disLurbance

experienced by nurses indicated that as a grouP, nurses Were

"somewhat" or "quiLe a bit" disturbed by Lhese issues.

Nurses reported rarely encountering professional issues such

as subsLance abuse among coIleagues, illesal activity of

colleagues, patienL abuse or recorà alteration.
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No staLisLically significant relationships t^lere found

between educaLion, age, oï exPerience, and eiLher the

frequency of issues or the disturbance rePorted. The study

found a statistical-Iv significant association at the .05

Ievel between the overall frequency of issues identified and

the practice area. "Intensive care nurses and

administrators rePorted encountering ethical issues more

frequent.Iy Lhan either surgicr^l^ or medical nurses, who did

not sisnificantly differ from each other " ( Berger et âI . ,

I99!, p. 519 ). The study found that the nurse's level- of

disturbance increases with the frequency of issues

encountered.

Berger et a]. (1991) report that nurses identify

"personal values" aS the strategy used most freqUently Lo

clarify ethÍcat issues, Nith 52 Percent of nurses believing

a referral to the instiLuLional ethics cornmittee should be

mandatory. The article does not descrÍbe what is meant by

using personal values as a sLrategy to clarify ethical

issues, nor does is elaborate regarding the role of the

institutional ethics committee.

Berger and col-leagues' (tgçt) general conclusion

concurs with that of many writers of anecdotal literature:

"The difficuLty with nursing ethics is that nursing Practice

is a clinical art with moral overtones which is carried out

in a bureaucratic setLing constrained by institutional
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policies, Hhere there is great potential for a clash between

professional cultural values and corporate values" (p. 519).

The authors recommend thaL nursing administration provide a

climate in which nurses can be invoLved in decisions

affecting their practice, including implementation of

ÍnstÍtutional- eLhics committees. Nursing ethics rounds are

identified, together u¡ith educational sessions n to assist

nurses to use formal elhica.l discernment principl^es. The

authors note, hohJever , that

the group discussion approach often used to help nurses

cope with disturbing eLhical issues may not be

appropriate for the bureaucratic issues identified in
this study as the major problems encontered in
practice. A more effective strategy misht be to

develop a shared governance model that promotes staff
participation in decision making on the allocation of

resources, schedulins, and other issues of concern (p.

520-521).

Research regarding the effects of ethical- issues on

nurses is in its infancy. The few studies done to date have

verif ied that nurses do experÍence stress as a resu.Lt of

ethical conflicts, however, much rnore needs to be explored

in regard to coping with this pervasive phenomenon.
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MoraI Distress: A New Experience.?

A brief history of nursíng ethics complied bv Davis and

Aroskar (7978) notes thaL loyaltv to the physician was the

paraînounL concern for nurses in the Past ' This idea

reflects the nature of the socializatÍon Process of nursing

years â9o, the female role, and hierarchy within the health

care system. This philosophy is evident Ín severaL older

( generally pre-1980's ) articles, s'.LggesLing that moral

dÍstress among nurses Ís a phenomenon of recent importance.

tJilkinson's (L9e7/ae) findins that older nurses are less

lÍkel-y to experience moral^ disLress lends credence to thÍs

contentÍon.

Allen (7974 ) reports on a Canadian Nurses' AssociaLion

(crun) survex in which 22 nurses responded to a requ€st

printed in the professional journal which had a circu]-ation

of more Lhan 1OO,o0O nurses at that time. Nurses were asked

to describe ethicai"ly-problematic situations in detaiL

Data analysis techniques were not described. AIlen reports

that ethicaL.Iy-probLematic situations centered around common

themes, represented by three questions nurses asked

themsei.ves:

1 . To whom am I responsibl"e?

2. I knoul r^rhat should be done , but what course of

action should I take?
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3, If in general, the quality of care is
unsatisfactory, what can I do?

The author acknowledges that there ís often conflict
between meeting the needs of the indivÍdual patienL and

follor^rins directives from medicine, hospital policy, the law

and religion. The concLusion reached is that "the nurse, if
she knew how to determine to whom she was respolrsible, would

then know whose directive should be f oll"owed '' ( Arlen .. !g74 ,

P. 23). Ihere is no discussion regarding the possibility or

existence of moraL distress--just a simplistic
recommendaLion to identify to whom Lhe nurse should direct
her compl-iance. This conclusion, together wÍth Lhe

remarkably low response rate for the survey, suggests a

l^imiLed awareness of or beLief in the importance of nursing

or individual values or perspectives.

f n I9I7, Sarah Dock stated simpLy that ,'obedience is
the cornerstone of good nursing...no matter how gifted, [an

individuall wÍlÌ never become a reliable nurse until lhe or

shel can obey without question" (p. 394). To its creciit,
nursing has advanced to the point ulhere nursing studenLs are

socialized from the beginning of their professional

education to be responsible for completing independent

patient assessments, and for maintaining a questi<¡nÍns

attitude, aLways striving to detecl and treat changes in a

person's response to illness. Unfortunately, there remain
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Some lay individuals, and health care Professionals, who

have noL recognized this advancement of the nursÍng

profession .

Nurses who pì-otested the compromise of their PersonaL

value systems at ulork were at one point labelled by

physicians as having psvchialric disabil"ities- This

happened in L97O, Hhen therapeutic aborLions wet-e legalized

ín the Uniled States. tiithin a month after Lhe new l"aw took

effect, the chief of staff of a major hospital sCIught urgent

psychÍatric consuLtation to help the hospital- deal with ''Lhe

acute psychological reactions of many of their nurses who

were so upseL by their abortion woì-k that some h¡ere even.

threaLening Lo quit their iobs" (Char & McDermotL Jr.,

L972, p. gSZ). The aulhors met h,Íth nurses individualLy and

in groups, and concluded LhaL "tho nurses' symPtomatology

felI in the category of a transient reactive disorder" (P.

953 ), and noted that only one nurse had "a more severe

psychiatric disabi1ity" ( P. 953 ) '

Nurses identified role confusion and identity crisis as

problems*-they had been trained to Preserve LÍfe and now

they h,ere asked to assist in the termination of it (Char &

McDermott, L972). The authors noted that "as good nurses

they were brought up with the tradition of respecting

physicians and r^ril^lingly fo]lor^ling their orders. But. they

now found that thev had feelings of resentment and dbubts
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about the physicians and Lheir t^lork that further threatened

their idenLity as nuì'ses" (Char & McDermott, 1972, p. 954-

955 ). The authors claim Lo have resolved the problems

through a series of meeLings with the nurses, and to have

identified thaL Lhe "iÍnprovements" were due to the following

factors:

t, Abreaction: the nurses worked through pent*up

thoughts and feelings, and discovered they were

not aLone in their perceptions, and that it Has

permissible to have such thoughts;

2. use of psychiatrists as positive therapeutic

figures. "The nurses, eager for help and

leadershiF from physicians whom they could again

respecl, quicklx formed posiLive relationships
with us" (Char & McDermott, !972, p. 955). The

gaps betuleen nursing, medicine, and hospital

administration hJere addressed, and each group Has

assisted to see the other's perspective;

3. re*establishing a more positive identification with

their patients. Nurses uJere helped to see

abortion patients as pel'sons in their ohJn right,
rather than as simply as promiscuous Homen;

4. regaÍning objectivity about abortions, Discussions

resulted in most nurses favoring the nehJ

legalization of abortions, and "they saw again
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that what is aborted is a ProtoPlasmic mass and

not a rea.L, live, grohJn-uP individual" (Char &

McDermott, L972, P. 956) -

5. realizins the urgent need for a redefinition of the

roIe, Philosophy, and ethics of nursing

and medicine to guide us in abortion work' Nurses

Here encouraged to continue their discussions with

one another.

The authors acknowledge that it is likely that

physicians who Perform abortions are al"so affected by such

u¡ork, although probably much Iess severely than nurses. Ïhe

raLionale for this Less intense reaction is that physicians

can, actively control the degree of their involvement with

abortions, dePending on their interest, desire, and

tolerance for them ( Char & Mcþermott, L972). The authors

recommend that nurses who oPPose such work be given the

option to do ot.her tyPes of work.

This study, Lhough done more than ?O years â9o, mirrors

many situations encountered in the 199O's. A "rìew"

treatment, though initially Perceived as necessary' resulted

in moral distress for nurses. Nurses were unable to

impl^ement the moraÌ decision they felt was right for them,
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The classic Baby Doe case, in which a Down syndrome

chi ld u¡ith multiple repairable congenita.L anomal^ ies was Lef t

Lo die, provided a context for a nurse administraLor to

voice her feelings regarding nursing autonomy. Creighton

(19S4), in her cornments on the Baby Doe case, states that

nurses "should chose Lo preserve Life and render the best

nursing care of which they are capable" (p. 18). There

seems no room here for a conscientious objector or even a

thoughtful nurse. Her recommendations sound Iike the

enactment of vitalism in its most extreme sense-*life is

always to be protected, regardless of circumstance. of note

is the fact that CrieghLon is an administrator (rather than

a clinician ), thus these words possiblx stem from a primary

interest in a smooth-running bureaucracy as opposed to the

encoLrragement of ethical behavior for aII health care

prof essional-s

Binder ( fges ) cites scott and Hart ( ol-ganizational

America, L979) in describins modern organizations as those

based on "dispensability, specialization, mal^leability,

obedience, planning and paternalism" (p. LL6). Binder

( fgeg ) further states that "caring values of nurses and

other providers do often conflict with administrative values

and orientations based on efficiency, standardization, and

proceduralism" (p - LL7), and further concludes that

"unreso.l-ved value conf licts...contribute to hiSh personneJ.
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turnover and rnarginal provÍsion of care " ( p. 11e ). Binder

( rgeg ) concludes thaL the "the issue is not so much one of

resolving value conflicts as it is one of integratÍng
persona]. or more universaJ.ly heLd values i nto an

organizational/technologic environment in which individual
freedom and responsibility can thrive" (p. 118).

NeonaÇaI Intensive Care l,lursing qnd Ethical l$sues

The vast majority of nursing Iiterature pertaining to
ICU nursing has studied adult units. Jacobson (I97e)

conducted the first empirical study lookins at stressful
situaLions for NICU nurses. Using a faÍrLy large sampl^e

(n = 87) of nurses from seven NICUs in three states,
Jacobson used a Delphi approach to develop a tool to
measure stress in an NICU. Content validity was established
by a paneL of five expert neonataL nurse-judges. The most

prevalent theme reported as stressful by Lhe nurses Has

" nurses ' phi Losophical.,/emotional probrems " . Al t situations
placed into this category resulted in "inner turmoil" for
the nurse. The Lheme of inner turmoiL uras also noted by

Hutchinson (1984), an anthropologist, in her qualitative
study of NICU nurses. This concept of inner turmoil, as

described by the two researchers, is similar to descriptions
of moräL distress provided by more recent researchers
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( Fenton, L987; and t¡ilkinson, L9e7/88). Thus, on the basis

of studies by Jacc¡bson (ßZe ) and Hutchinson ( tge+ ), it
appears Lhat moral distress is a significanL source of
stress for NTCU nurses.

AnoLher area cited as very stressful by Jacobson (1979)

Has "doctor-nurse problems". In light of this, a study cione

by three physicÍans (Berseth, Kenny & Durant, !9BA),

invesLigating differing attitudes of InLensive Care veÌ-sus

rntermediate care nursery nurses toward high-risk infants
and parenLs is pertinent. The physician group administered

a self-developed questionnaire designed to measure the

willingness of nurses to employ heroic measures Ín various

circumstances (n = 75). Among Lheir findings, they noted

that many nurses expressed a desire to participate in
ethical decision*making, buL acknowledged that there is
evidence of physician reluctance to allow nursing input.
The authors then reflect that "because nurses provide the

majoriLy of primary care for high*risk infants, it may be

reasonabLe for them to be invoLved in ethical decisions by

meeling with the physician personnel to discuss various
aspects of a decision that parents and physicÍans have made"

(p. 511)., This discussion after the decision is made is of
questionable value in alleviatÍng or preventing moral

distress, as ethicists generarly agree that participation in
ethical decision-making is necessary to avoid Lhe experience
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of moral distress (BeauchamR & Childress, 1983; Davis ei
âf. , 1983; Penticuff , L987; and Thompson & Thompson, 19BL ).

Beauchamp and Childress (19S3) note that "there wiII
probably be pol^ itical if not moral prob]-ems as long as some

professionals make the decisions and order their
implementatÍon by other professiona.Ls who have not

participated in the decision*making" (p. 2So).

The dearth of research reLated specificaLly to NICU

nursing renders understandins of its unique sLressors

incomplete at present. Further research is needed to better

comprehend the role of ethical Íssues and rnoral distress in

NICU nursing.
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CHAPÏER III:
METHODOLOGY

I ntroduct io n

Neonatal Intensive Care nurses experience nrany

stress<¡rs in their daily work (Jacobson, I97B), one of which

is moral^ distress. This study is designed to rgxpl.ore the

f oI Ior,qi ng issues:

7- To what extent do NICU nurses expeì-ience moraL

distress in carrying out their day-to-day patient

care responsibilities? and,

2. t^lhat is the relationship between f requency of

exposure to ethical"ly-charged situations and the

degree of moral distress experienced?

It is appropriate to pose research queslions rather than

stating hypotheses when Lhe conceptual frameulork for a

correlational survey is one posed by the investigator and

not one Lhat has been tested in other studies (erink & t^Jood,

t989). This makes clear the tentaLive nature of the

framework and does not give it the appearance of unu¡arranted

strength. Later, the research questions can easily be

converted Lo nuII hypotheses for statistical testing,
without giving them the stature of predicLive hypoLheses

(srink & t^Jood, L98-9).
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Research Design

Br Í n k and t^lood ( 19S3 ) advocaLe the use of explo:-a.tory

or Level f questions when examining new areas of

insufficient knowledge. Level I questions are concernecl

r^rith one variable onlyo and they make referonce to the

population in which that variable will be f ound ( ArÍnl.r &

t^Jood, 1983 ) . Number one above Ís an example of a Level I
question.

tJhen a topic has been described to some degree in Lhe

research literature, one may move on to Levei II questions,

which focus on the reLationship between two or moÌ-e

variables ( Brink & t^Jood, 1983 ). Question number two in thj.s

study is a Level II question.

Level f and II questions are appropriately studied wit.h

descriptive design, and level- II questions are suitabLe for
correlational analysis ( Brink & t4ood, 1983 ). The proposec

study wiLl uLil.ize a doscriptive correlational design"

Descriptive research summarizes the status c¡f a
phenomena as it currently exists, whiLe correLationaL

studies strive Lo determine the relatíonships arnong

variables (Polit & HungLer, t99!), uA correLational design

is used whon investigators have r€ason to suspect a

relationship among variabLes and can support their
suspicions through literature or previous research. . , .a

conceptual framework can... provide justifÍcaLion for
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studying (the variables)" (t^Jood & Brink, L989, p. 1O4*1O5).

l^,il kinson's Moral Distress Mode] ( Appendix A ) provides such

justification for studying the relaLionship between

frequency of exposure to ethicalLy*charged situatÍons and

the degree of rnoral distress experienced. CorrelatÍonaI

designs arÈ consÍdered to be at least one step beyond

descript-r,ve designs since the investigator does not examine

varÍabl.es aL r¡ndom, but Looks aL specific var-iables

selected from and based on the conceptual framework (Brink &

l^Jood, 1989 ).

Although there is much emphasis in scientific research

on determining the cause of behaviors, conditions, or

situations! , of ten we can do I j.ttl^e more than descr ibe

existing relationships without fulIy understanding the

complex causaL pathways that exist (polit & Hungler, I99t)"
UnIike experiments, wherein the researcher actively

manipulates a variable, in ex post facto ( "after the fact" )

research, the investigator does not have control over the

independent variables because they have already occurrecj.

Because of this fact, in non-experimental research, cause-

and-effect concLusÍons shou]^d not be drawn (polit & Hungler,
'L99t). One Íûãy, however, examine correlation, or the degree

to which two variables are interrelated, with an ex post

facto design.
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One of the strengths of ex post facto research is t.hat

if is strong in reaLism; it is rareLy criLicized for its
arLificiality (PoIit & HungIer, 1991). Because it involves

an examÍnation of situations as they are, wilhout imposing

treatments or manipulating variables, descripLive

correÌaLional design lends itseLf to the soluticrn of many

practica I proL: Iems .

Sett i ns

The data Here collected from two geographic l"ocations:

st. Boniface General Hospital and childrens Hostr,iLaL Botii

are i.arge university-affiliated tertiary care hospi.taLs in
tiinnipeg, Manitoba, and each hospital has a NeonaLai

Tntensive Care Unit (rufCU).

The NICU at St. Boniface is a L2 bed unit. The

patients cared f or Í n thÍs setti ng are pr imar i ly Í,r-bor n o

LhaL is, they are infants who were delivered at St.
Boniface. rnfants remain in Nrcu until medicai.Ly stable;
they are then transferred to the rntermediate care unil, or

occasÍonal.ly directly home.

The NICU at Childrens is an tB bed unit. Childrens

HospitaL operates the provincial transport- team for
neonaLes, thus that center cares for Lhe majority of infants
born outside of a tertiary care center, âs welL as

criticalry iil infants born at the t^Jomens center. As with
st. Boniface HospitaL, infants remain in Nrcu until they are
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InLermediate Care Unit in the t^lomens HospiLal

SampIe

ALI nurses empLoyed in the NeonataL lntensÍve Care

Units ( NIcUs ) in St . Boniface General and Chi ldren,= Hospita.ì

were invited to participate in the in,,¡estigation ( *ppendix

E ). fnclusion criteria included:

--Registered Nurse sLatus;

-*permanent employment as a nurse in the NTCU; ano

--daiLy responsibilities which include care of neonates

in the NICU.

The total population of nurses working in these areas

was used to ensure as large a sample as possible. The

popuLation of NICU nurses in Lhis ciLy is not Ìarge, thus

probability samplins, while theoretically increasing the

Iikelihood of obtaining a representative sample, w<¡uÌd also

limit the number of potential subjects. It is recognized

that with the use of nonprobabiLity san¡piing, the researcher

must provide detailed information aboul the sample so that.

others may assess its representativeness (t^lood & Brink,

1989). This has been accomplished throush the collecLion
and summarÍzation of demogy'aphic .informaLion regarding the

subjects.
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I nstrumentation

When the objecLive Ís to discover another's thoughts or

feelings, the most effective method is to ask questions

( Brink & hlood, 1983 ). tJritten questionnaires are

appropriate for such studies, and they are advanLageous in

that subjects "are more Likely to feel that they can remain

anonymous and thus may be more likely to express

controversial opinions" ( Brink & l^lood, 1983, p. 113 ), than

if they uJere being interviewed and had to give an opÍnion

directly to the interviewer. AIso, the writLen question is
consistent from subject to subject, minimizing the

possibility of variatÍons in inLerpretation. There wil^l

always be, however, Lhe chance that differenL individuals
wilL interpreL the same question, even in wriLten form,

differently.

Measurement instruments t.o idenLify or quantify the

experience of moral distress are few. Dr. Mary C. Corley,

at the Medical College of Virginia, is the onLy nurse

researcher of whom Judith t^Jilkinson (originator of the Moral

Distress l'4odel) was aware who t^,as workÍng on this aspect (J.

tJitkinson, personal cornrnunication, December LggL).

Dr. Corley has created the Moral Distress Sçale , a 32

item questionnaire utilizingra Likert-Lype format. Items

are based on Judith l^Jilkinson's master's thesis, and the

instrument has been used four Limes to date with adult

criLical care nurses. Test-retest reliability over a one-
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month period is reported as .86 and Cronbach's alpha äs "gj
( Dr . M. CorIey, personal communication, December 19gZ ).
Content validity was established by submission of ti"re

instrument to a paneJ. of three nurse experts in ethics.
"Because of the rnany suggestions made on the first
submission to the three experts, the items þ\,ere revisecl and

one judge was replaced. After the second review by the

' tl-.; ee experts, the Content VaLidity Index for a]l it.ems Nas

1OO percent" (Dr. M. Corley, personal communication,

December 7992).

Corl-ey's MoraL Distress Scale h,as developed fol use

with nurses ulho care for adult patients in an American

health care setting. The Scale was modif ied fol tlre pì-eseÍrL

study to accommodate differences betuleen tho Canadian and

AmerÍcan hea.Lth care systems, and particulars regardíng care

of an essentially incompetent patient population. That is,
Nrcu nurses confront slighlLy different issues regardins

areas such as consent and truth-telling as compared wit.h

nurses who work exclusively r^¡ith adult patients, For these

reasons, five items b,ere deleted. Three items wer€ added 
"

i ncl udi ng :

L. a Long answer item, to al^Iow for subject input

regarding situations which invoke moral" distress,
but which were not referred to in the instrument,
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a question askins nurses what degree of involvenrent

they feel they currentLy have in eLhical decision*

making in the clinical area, and,

a queslion asking nurses to rate how they feel the

current level of stress u¡ithin the unit. compares

with the level of stress present most of the

time.

The iiddition of these iLems a.Llor^ls a more comprehensive

understandins of the experience of moral distress. Tne

first item creates an opportunity for nurses to share

experiences in daily practice which evoke feelings of moral

distress. The information provided data regarding moraLly

stressful situations which may be unique to the NICU. The

second item alLouled the ínvestigator to discern whether or

not the issue of nurses feeling powerless in ethical
decision-maki ns , so f reeuenLJ-y descr ibed i n Lhe J. iteraLure ,

is in fact an issue for the nurses studied. The third item

helped to assess the fluctuating stress level within the

NTCU; in effect, it addresses a possible confounding

variable, that of the clinical climate at Lhe time the

questionnaires are completed. If there was an ethically-
charged sÍtuation in the NICU at the time when Lhe nurses

completed the questionnaires, they may have responded

differentLy than if there had not been any recent situations
where ethical decision-making was difficult.

2
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In addition to the three newly-generated questions,

some items received editorÍaI changes, J-arsely to

incorporate different terminology bet.ween the U.S. and

Canada. For insLance, "Code Blue" was changed to read "99",

t¡hich ref Iects cornmon Canadian terminology. As welI, a

second scaLe was added to the original MoraL Distress Sr;ale,

to examine the issue of frequency of exposure to ethically-
charged situations Ín a more detailed manner than done

previously.

These modifications hJere made after consultation with a

nurse expert in instrument construction (Dr. L. Kristjanson,
personaL communication, July 7993), and statistical
consultation with Dr. J. Sloan (personal communication,

September 7993). Dr. Corl"ey, after a review of the changes

made, granted her approval and permission to proceed with

the use of the modified Ínstrument (personal communication,

September, L993).

The modif ied MoraL Dist.ress Scale ulas preLested. Five

nurse experts (four wiLh extensive clinical and research

expertÍse in NICU nursing and one u¡ith expertise in
instrument development) urere recruited. L. Davis (L992)

recommends a panel comprised of, individuals with cLinicaj"

expertise as weII as those with expertise in the structural
aspects of instrument construction. In accordance with

these recommendations, nursing experts who represont each
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of these areas formed the panel of experts. Ihree of these

were CLÍnÍca.l" Nurse SpeciaLists in SpeciaJ- Care Nurseries

i .e. Intermediate Care Nursery and NfCU, one Has a Hasters-

prepared nurse ulith expertise in NeonataL Nursíng research

and education, and the fifth was a doctorally-prepared nurse

educator,/researcher with expertise in instrument

development.

Im.Le and ALwood's ( f gee ) sLr aLegy f or retaining
qualitative validity while gaining quanLitative reliabiliLy
and validiLy uJas utiLized as a framework for the instrument

review by the panel of experts. ImIe and Atwood ( fçe8 ) used

qualitative research to inductive.Iy deve.ì.op and define

concepts; these concepts Here further used to generaLe a

measurement scale. The authors weì-e concerned because

"t¡hiIe inductive qualitative methods are appropriate to
discover and delineate .,.empiricalLy grounded concepLs, the

transformations necessary to produce quantitative items for
use ulith psychometric procedures may not preserve the

,meanÍng of the concepts" (p . 62). The researchers applied a

practical procedure for assessing the vaLidity and internal
consistency of inductÍvely generated domains in pilot

testing theÍr scal"e, which r^jas constructed from

qualitatively generated concepts. A modified version of
their format for assessing clariLy, apparent internal
consistency and contenL validiLy was utilized by the expert
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ç>anel in the review of the Mora] Distress Scale. This is an

appropriate application of ImLe and Atr^rood's strategies, as

the MoraI Distress Scale was developed from qualitative

study dat.a reported by Judith tiilkinson (tges and I987/Be)

in her investigation of rnoral distress (Dr. H. Corley,

personal communication, December 1992). SpecificaÌ.Iy, Lhe

experts hJere asked to

a ) ':-eview questions f or clariLy and appropr iateness ,

b ) assess whether questions reflect typical

Canadian NICU nursing practice,

c) assess for internal consistency, and

d ) identify "bothersome " questions .

As weII, the panel of experts was asked to help determÍne

time required for completion of the queslionnaires. This

information was of interest to nurses who were asked to

voÌunteer their time for instrumenL completion.

Nurse experts concurrod that face validity was

apparent, and that items Nere generally cLear and

appropriate for use with this population. Hinor editorial

revisions were made to the modified instrument, based on

feedback from the panel of experts. Data collection began

in the larger group after the pretest and revisÍons were

completed.

In addition to Lhe Moral Distress Scale, subiecLs t^Jere

asked to complete a Biographical Data Sheet (Appendix C).
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fnformation attained from this questionnaire enabled the

investigator Lo describe the sample in a comprehensive

manner. As weII, it provided data on variables such as

education and years of experience in nursing, which were

used in secondary analysis to analyze the association

between demographic characterÍstÍcs and the Ìe,vel of moraL

distress experienced by the respondent.

Procedure

Approval of access Lo St. Boniface General Hospital and

Childrens Hospital uras obtained. The investigator
contracted with the Head Nurses of each unit, asking for
their assistance in introducing the study. SpecificaIIy,
Head Nurses hJere asked to inform nursing staff that a nurse

researcher was interested in discussing an upcoming project

with them brÍef Iy. t^JiLh nursÍng staff approvaÌ , the

invesLigator informed them about the study during a unit
staff meeting, utiLizing Appendix E as a framework for
discussion. AfLer this introducLion, a poster (Appendix F)

hJas placed in each unit¡ approxÍmateLy two weeks prior to

the first scheduled data collection time - The poster simply

directed those interested in participating Ín a nursing

study involving NICU nurses to the specific data collection
times, or to the investigator for further informaLion.
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SeveraJ. data collection times Here scheduled to

coincide wÍth staff coffee or lunch breaks. These took

place on aII nursing shifts, and on both weekdays and

weekends. This enabled those nurses who r^lork in a permanent

evening or nÍsht shift position Lo take part in the study,

and enhanced the likeLihood of a hish participation rare

among staff . Data collection Look place over a two wer¡k

period at each setting (Í.e. four weeks in total). This

relatÍvely brief time frame reduced the risk of historical
threats to internaL vaLidity, which could have infLuenceq

Lhe responses of the subjects.

Prior to arriving at the unit for data colLection, the

researcher telephoned the charge nurse to ascerLain the

workLoad in the uniL. If cÍrcumstances þJere such that
nurses would be able to take their scheduled breaks, the

charge nurse was asked to Ínform staff that Lhe r€searcher

was coming in to speak to them briefly. On arrival in the

unit, nurses hJere asked for two to three minutes of theÍr
time while the researcher revieuled the purpose for being

there, and invited them to listen to more information about

the study and possibly to participate. Nurses were invited
to a conference room Located near the NICU n where the

researcher provided coffee and muffins. ( rhis was done ro

expedíLe Lhe goaÌ of using break time to Learn about and

complete the questionnaire. ) The invitation Lo participate
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was reiterated, and nurses Here asked to complete the Lwo

questionnaires

The investigator left the room during compLetion of
questionnaires, remaining in an adjacent room in order to be

available to answer questions. Nurses Here instructed to

return compleLed questionnaÍres in an unmarked, sealed

enveLope to a box placed in the room, They were thanked for
iheir participation, and remlnded not to discuss the study

wÍth their colleagues until data coLlection Has complete.

For nurses interested in participating, but unable to
atLend one of the group data collection sessions, the twc>

questionnaires and an envelope in which to return them to

the invesLigator via hospital mail were made avaiLable. All
nurses, whether in attendance at a group session or

compLeting the questionnaires on their oh,n, received

identical information regarding confidentiality, anonymiLy,

and the right to discontinue particÍpation aL any tÍme

(Appendix E).

t^Jhen questionnaires are used to study variabLes

Tepresenting personal issues, the possibility of unpleasant

seLf-dÍscovery must be considered ( grink & t^Jood , Igeg).

These authors recommend Lhat the investigator be prepared to

assist subjects with feeLings about self-revelation. SLudy

participants Here advised that further information, in the

form of journaL articles, was avaiLable. A copy of
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t^litkinson's (tçeZleA) article--the most comprehensive

discussÍon of moral distress in the literature at present*-

h,as placed in each of the nursing units after data

colLection h,as complete. rn addition, subjects Here

informed that the investigator would present the research

findinss to unit staff on completion of the project.

Ethi,ca-L Cgnsiderations

Ethical- review was obtained from the Ethical Review

Committee of the Faculty of Nursing at Lhe University of
Hanitoba (Appendix D). FormaL access to the Ínvolved
hospitars was obtaÍned prior to commencement of data

colLection.

Prospective subjects were briefed on the purpose of the
studv and invited to participate pending their meeting

inclusÍon criteria. There are no known risks associaLed

with participation in the study, however, Brink and t^Jood

(neç ) advise that when questionnaires are used to study

variabres representing personar issues, the possibirity of
unpLeasant self-discovery must be considered. As stated
previousry, nurses were provided with further resources on

request. There were no direcl benefits to be derived from
participation in the study, ât least from an individual
perspective. These facts Here cj.early articuLated to
subjects, as was the assurance of confidentiarity of arI
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data. Subjects were assured that their participation Has

stricLly on a voluntary basis and that there was opportunit.y

to discontinue participation aL any time if the subject so

wished, without recrimination. There wêre no monetary costs

to participation, simirarry, there was no renumeraLion for
such participation.

OnLy the investigator, the thesis commiLtee

chairperson, the internal thesis committee mernber, and a

statistical consullant had access to the raw data. To

protect the anonymity of respondents, and to encourage more

frank and complete data, the exLernal- commitLee member (a

phvsician in öne of the Nrcus where data colrection took
pLace) had access only to coded and grouped data. ALL

comptreted questionnaires are stored in a locked filing
cabi net .

Deta Analwsis

calculations of frequency distribuLion, measuïes of
centrar tendency, and variabirit.y compretery describe a set
of data (Polit & Hungler, f99t), Demographic data was

summarized with descriptive statistics, as was data from the

MoraÌ Distress Scale

The data on moraÌ distress and frequency of exposure

to ethically-charged situations was analyzed ulith bivariate
descriptive statistics, which descríbe the degree and
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magnitude of relationships beLween two variables ( polit &

Hungler, 799r). As weli" , bivariaLe statÍstics h,ere used to
examine possible relationships betureen demographic variables
and the leveL of moraL distress experienced.

content analysis was used to summarÍze findings from

the quaLitative questions added to the Moral Distress Sca.Le.

Content analysis is useful for quantifyins information in an

objective and systematic way (poLit & HungLer, rgBT). The

intent of content anarysis is to make inferences from the
actuaL message (coLe 19gg), rather than mereLy describe it.
HutualIy exclusive and exhaustive categories ulere developed

tc¡ sort the data, however a miscelr.aneous category was

created aIso. This is permissible ( CoIe, 19Bg ), as it
allows for incLusion of unexpected resultso enriching the
data generated. occurrences of the concept categories were

enumerated, then interpretation, based on the research
questions and the theoretical framework, was done. This
straLegy ensures objective and systematic data anaLysÍs, and

assures that another individual could replicate the results
by fol.lowing the same instructions as the Ínvestigator.
Categories h,ere based on the Iiterature and on the
investigator's personal- experience as an Nrcu nurse
( Appendix c ).

Once Lhe research data was analyzed for the

relationship between Lhe frequency of exposure to ethically-
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charged situations and the experience of moral distress,
further analysis examined Íssues reLated to instrument

modification and differences between the two settings from

which daLa Here colLected.
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CHAPTER TV

. RESULTS

Data ênalvsis
The purpose of Lhis study Has to expLore two questions:

L. To what exLent do NICU nurses experience moral

distress in carrying out their day*to-day patient

care responsibilities? and o

l¡JhaL Ís the relationship between frequency of

exposure Lo ethically*charsed situations and the

degree of moral distress experienced?

Seventy*nine NICU nurse resp<¡ndents completed the Moral

Dist:-ess sca]-e (Appendix B) as well as a Biographical Data

sheet (Appendix c). Data were coded and transcribed onto a

computer file by the investigator. The sAS computer package

Has used for data analysis.

Demographic data were summarized with descriptÍve
statistics. The revel of moral distress exp€rienced for
each of the 27 situations presented in the Morar Distress
scale Has determined, together with a mean morar distress
level for each parLicipant. The frequency of exposure to
each of the 27 items hras explored similarly.

For thÍs study, Lhe leveL of statisticar- significance
selected was O.O5, The level of significance determines the

chance of erroneousLy rejecting the null hypothesÍs, with
.O5 (or accepting the risk that out of 1OO samples, a true

2-
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nuLl hypothesis would be rejected five times) beine

recognized as an acceptable leveI for scientific research
(polit & Hungler, L987). Lowering the risk of committing a
Type r error, for example, using stricter criteria for Level

of significance, increases the risk of cornmitting a Type rr
error, or accepting a false null hypothesis ( polit &

Hungler , t987).

This chapter reports f ind.ings from the data anarysis.
The sample characterÍstics will be described, then the

research questions wi l^ I be addressed . Fi na j.Iy , data wi L l be

examined f<¡r possible rerationships between various

demographic variables and the experience of morar distress.

The Samplg

The totar population consisted of tzl eLigibte nurses
( S¿ at one hospital , 74 at the other ). Of these , gZ w€re

avaiLable to attend one of the 1ó schedul"ed data corlection
sessions. The remaining 46 nurses were not at the hospital
when the researcher Has ( due to vacation tÍme, leaves of
ebsence or unusual scheduling), despite the researcher,s
attendance in the units on weekdays, r,.Joekends, and on al]
three nursing shifts. The ratter group of nurses was

inviLed to participat.e via Lhe informational poster
(eppendix G), and questionnaÍres with rnformation for Nurses

sheets ( Appendix F ), r¡hich were made avairable through one

designated nurse at each center. AtI nurses present on the
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unit Hhen the researcher arrived to do data collection cnose

Lo hear more aboul the study, and of A2 nurses directly
aPproached, 79 (96 Z) completed and returned questionnaires.

There Nere no nurses, however , who requested questionnaires

from Lhe hospital delegates if they had not been able to
attend a scheduled data coJ.rectÍon session. The proportion

of the population who participated is thus 79 of L2e or

approximately 62 percent.

Study participants ranged in age from ZS to SS years,

with a mean age of 37 .I years. Most respondents ( AA * f z)
were educated at the diploma level; fourteen percent held

baccalaureaLe d*grees. Cert.ificates in Nursing specialties
were held by 21-.8 percent of the sample, These wer€

primaril-v certificates in Neonatal,zpediatric rcu with some

nurses holding certificates in adult ICU nursing. Forty-
four percent of the subjects reported having had some Lype

of ethics education, in the form of either courses taken, or

workshops or seminars aLtended

Married nurses comprised 70.S percent of the sample;

29.5 percent identifÍed themselves as either single,
separated, widowed or divorced, The maj<¡rity of
respondents, 59.5 percent, were parents. Ninety-three
percent of respondenLs were staff nurses; the remaining 6,4
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percent Nere head nurses, assistant head nurses, team

Leaders or nurse educators -

The mean length of employment Ín the current unit ulas

7.4 years, Total number of years of nursing êxperÍence

ranged from one to 34 years, with a mean of L3.4 years.

TABLE T

The Sample: Demosraph.ic Variables

Standard
Variable Range Mean Deviation

Age 25 55 37 .t 7 .t
Unit Employment ( years ) f 26 7 ,4 4.9

Total nsg. experience L - 34 13.4 7.3

Almost eight percent of respondents ( n = 6) reported

having left a previous nursing position "primarily because

institutionar constraints made it nearly impossibre to
puì-sue Lhe risht course of action", Approximalely one*

fifth (20.S Z) of the group described personal involvement

in an ethícally-charged situation, not related Lo their work

as a nurse, which subsequently had an impact on the degree

of moraL distress experienced at work. Armost half of an",,

sample ( 45.6 Z) identif ied clinical sit,uat,Íons, not,

previously described on Lhe Mora.L Distress Scale, which

caused them to feel moral distress.
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ÏABLE 2

Þemographics: Frequencv distributions-

Var iable Frequency Percent

Hishest leve1 nursing education
ÞiPloma
Baccalaureate

Certificate in Nursing
Yes
N<>

Ëthics Education
Yes
No

Identified other clinical
situations which caused
moraL distress

Yes
N<>

Left previous posiLion due to
internal constraints urhich
made Ít nearly impossible to
pursue the righl action

Yes
No

Have made personal ethical
decision, not related to work,
which had an impacL on the degree
of moral distress experienced at
wor k

Yes
No

6A
1L

17
6t

35
44

6
71

?,4

43

46.7
13 .9

2L î.
74.2

44.3

45.6
54.4

7.4
92.2

20.4
79.2

15
57
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Research Oueslion #1:

To what extent do NICU nurses experience moraL distress in

carryÍng out their day-to*day patient care re$ponsibilities?

Nurses hJere presented with 27 clinicaL situations, and

for those situations they had experienced, subjects were

instructed to raLe the degree of moral distress experienced,

together with the frequency with which they encountered the

siLuation (Appendix C). of the 27 situations describeo,

nurses had encountered a rnean of t6 items, with one nurse

reporting having experienced only four situations, and one

having experienced 26 of Lhe 27.

In this study, NICU nurses report experiencing a

moderately hish degree of moral distress when carrying out

their day*to*day patient care responsibilÍties. The mean

moral distress level for an individual in this sample is
5.48 on the seven point scale, with a range of 2.O to 6.23

and standard deviation of 1.o" The 27 ethical.Ly-charged

situations r¡Jere ranked in terms of the mean moral dis¿ress

score each invoked ( Tables 3 and 4). Table 3 depicts Lhe

eisht most distressing situations for nurseso and Table 4

Iists the eisht Ieast-distressing situations as evaluated by

nurses in this sample.
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The Eight Most Distressins Situations

Situation Range Mean S.D.

Continue to participate in 3 7 ó.38 1 .O5
care for a hopelessLy
injured patient who is being
suslained on a respirator
r^¡hen no cne wiII make a
decision to "puLI Lhe p1ug""

Let medical students and,/or 2 7 6.26 7 .I3
residents perform painful
procedures on patients solel-y
to increase their skill.

Assist tl^1.; physician r,¡ho
Ín your opinion Ís providing
incompetent care.

FoLIow the physician's
order not to teII the
parent( s ) the truth when
they ask for it.

Initiate dramatic Iife*
saving actions ulhen I thinx
it only prolongs death.

Observe without
íntervening when health care
personnel do not respect the
patient's dignity.

Follow the physician's
order not to discuss deaLh
with parents who ask about
the death of their dyins
infant.

t^Jork with "unsafe" IeveIs
of nurse sLaffing.

2 7 6.29 1.O8

2 7 6-14 1.29

3 7 6,72 t.O9

2 7 6.05 1.O9

2 7 6.00 t.AA

2 7 5.91 1.13

f tems hrere rated on a scale of 1 to 7 , t^lith f = no moral
distress and 7 = a lot of moral distress,
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ÏABLE 4

The Eisht Least Distressing Situations

SiLuation Range Mean S.D.

Caì-ry oul orders or
institutional poIÍcies
to discontinue treatment.

I * 7 3.89 1.88

FoIIow the family's wisires for t * 7 4.13 1.S9
the patient's care when
I do not agree with them.

Prepareaterminallyill 1*7 4.49 I.66patient who is a "No 99"
for surgery to have a
feeding tube put in.

Give only hemodynamic 2 7 4_67 t.Z3
stabil izins medication
intravenously during a
99 r¡ith no compressions
or intubalion.

Fo]low the parent's request 1 * 7 4.A3 2.I2
not to discuss death with a
child who asks about their
dyins newborn sibling.

Carry out the physician's I * 7 S.IZ I -66
orders for unnecessary
tests and Lreatments.

Avoid takÍng any action when 2 7 5,26 1.SB
I Learn that a nurse col-Ieague
has made a medication error
and does not report it.

Perform a procedure ulhen the 2 7 S.34 L.47parents aYe not adequately
informed about r^lhat their
child is about to undergo.

Items wêre rated on a scale of 1 to 7, with ! = no moral
distress and 7 = a lot of moral distress.
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Research Guestion #2:

tihat is Lhe rel^ationship between frequency of exposure to

ethically charged situations and the degree of moral

distress experienced?

FrequenÇv,of Exposure:

The mean frequency of exposure, based on al-l nurse

respondents' experiences with the 27 situations, Has 2.4L <¡n

a scaLe of 1 to 7, where t = Never and 7 = Frequently. The

27 situaLions in Lhe Moral DÍstress Scale were ranked

accordíns to the frequency with which NICU nurses

encountered them ( Tables 5 and 6 ). Table 5 rePorts the

eishL most frequently*encountered clinical situations. amd

TabLe 6 IisLs the eisht least frequently*encountered

situations as reported by nuì-ses.
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TABLE 5

The Eiqht Mo*t Frequ"nLIv-Encountered situaLions

Si Luati o n Range Mean S.D -

Carry out the physician,s 1 - 7 4.34 1 .S9orders for unnecessary tests
and treatments.

Let. medical students and/ 1 * 7 3.46 t.Agor residents perform painful
procedures on patients so.Lely
to increase their skiII.

Assist the physician who 1 - 6 3.42 I-41in your opinion is providing
incompelent care.

TniLiat.e dramatic life* L - 7 3.36 L,57saving actions when f thinr<
Ít only prolongs deaLh.

Continue to participaLe in 1 - 7 3.2g L.64care for a hopelessly injured
patient who is beins sustained
on a respirator, when no one
t^liIl make a decision to "pulI
the pLug. "

hlork with "unsafe" level_s 1 * 7 3,26 \.62of nurse staffing.
Carry out orders or 1 - 7 2.99 1.65institutional policies to
disconti nue treatment .

Perform a procedure when 1 * 6 Z.9L t.4gthe parents are not adequately
informed about what their child
Ís about to undergo.

rtems were rated on a scale of 1 to 7, with ! = Never and7 = Frequently.
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of the top eight situations in terms of frequency of

expesuro, five of these items are also ranked in the LoP

eÍsht situations from the MoraI Distress hierarchy. These

are:

(Í) Initiate dramatic life*saving aclions when I think it

only prolongs death;

( ii ) Let medical students and/or residents perform painful"

procedures on patients solely to increase t.heir

skiII;
(iii) tnlork with "unsafe" Ievels of nurse staffing;
(iv) Continue to participate in care for hopelessly iniured

patient who is being sustained on a respirator, when

no one wi l l make a decision Lo "PuI I t.he plug " ; and ,

(v) Assist the physÍcian who in your opinion is providing

incompetent care.
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TABLE 6

The Eight LeasL Frequentlv*Encounler-ed SiLuations

Situation Range Mean S.D.

Give only hemodynamically 7 - 7 7.79 0.76
stabil izing medication
intravenously during a 99 urith
no compressions or intubation.

Follow the parent's request not 1 * 7 I.27 O.83
to discuss death r^lith a child
¡,rho asks about their dying
neurborn sibling.

Follow the physician's request t * 7 1.39 1.08
not to discuss a 99 status
r^¡ith the famiLy.

Assist physicians who are 1* 6 1-.49 o.94
practicing procedures on a
patient after CPR has been
Llnsuccessful .

Follow the physician's order L * 7 1.49 1 '06
not to discuss death with
parents urho ask abouL the
death of Lheir dyins infant.

Prepare a terminally ill I * 7 7.49 1.OO
patient who is a "No 99"
for surgery Lo have a
feeding tube put in,

Ignore situatÍons of suspected I - 5 I.69 7.14
patienL abuse by caretakers

Avoid taking any action when I * 6 1.69 1.O1
I learn that a nurse colleague
has made a medication error and
does not report it.

ftems Here rated on a scale of 1 tcl 7, with t = Never and
7 = Frequentl-y.
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Of the eight least*frequent.ly-encounLered situaLions,

Lhree of these Here also identified in the list of the least

morally-distressing situations encountered by NICU nurses,

The three items are;

( i ) Avoid taking any action when I learn that a nurse

colleague has made a medication error and does not

report it.
(ii) Prepare a terminally ill patient who is a "No 99" for

surgery to have a feedins tube put in; and

(iii) eive only hemodynamically stabilizins medication

intravenously during a 99 with no compressions or

i ntubaLion .

CorreLation between moraL distreçjs leve] and frequencv of

exposure:

The most common method of describing a reLationship

between two variables is through correlation procedures. A

correLation coefficient. is an index with values ranging from

-1.O to *1.O. The hisher the absolute value of the

coefficient, the sLronger Lhe rel"ationship. Spearman's rho

is a measure of association specifically designed for rank-

ordered ( ordi na1 level ) data ( l-utz , 1983 ) " t^Jith this

statistic, a correlatÍon of .7 indicate a significant

relationship beLween variables (PoIit & Hung1er, t9a7).
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Mean moral distress

signif icantl.y positívely

exposure to the 27 situat
p = o.oo82).

âdditional Variables

Respondents raLed

day they completed the

of one t.o seven, where

represented "very high"

from one to seven, wÍth

L.73.

Ievel for the sample

correLated with mean

ions in the Scale (r

was

frequency of

= O "29568,

the stress LeveL in the NICU on the

Moral Distress Scale, using a scale

o ne r epì. ese nteo' " ver y .L ot^J " a nd seve n

. Ihe stress level ratings ranged

a mean of 3.40, standard devÍation

The amount of input NICU nurses have Ín ethical

decision*making in the clinical area uJas rated, again using

a scale of one to seven with definitions as describe<J above.

The mean score for input into decision*making was 3.L4, t^lith

a range of 1 to 6, standard deviation 1.63. For this item,

no respondents selected 7 , r^¡hich t¡as labelled "very high"

inpuL into et.hical decision-making.

Correlat ipns.

To determine whether an ÍndÍvidual's mean moral

distress level correlaLed with stress level in the NICU the

day they completed Lhe questionnaire, the amount of input

nurses felt they had in ethical decision*making in the unÍt,
years of nursing experience, age, or number of hours worked
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per week, Spearman 's rho correlation coefficients were

calculat.ed. None of these variables were found to correlate

with the degree of moral distress experienced by an

ÍndividuaL The r vaLue for the correlations ranged from

*.I9 to +.o7 (Table 7).

TABLE 7

Co.rrelatlons between Individual Mean Morq-l àistre_ss Lev_el

and SeveraL Variables i $p_earman's. Rho

Spearman's Rho

Years of nursÍ ng expel'Íence -O . L9334

Ase O.O75L2

Hours of work per weeK O.O49B3

Stress level in the Unit on
day quesLionnaire compi-eted O.O7224

Nursing input into ethical
decision-making *O.O55O3

To examine relationships between ordinal and nominal

IeveI data ( the variables ansurered with caLegorical or

" Yes/No " *type responses ) , the t^li lcoxon test was done .

Again, because of the level of data involved, a non*

parametrÍc test statisLic is appropriate,

In an attempt to discover possible relaLionships

between mean moraL dÍstress leveL for an individua.L and
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vaïiables such as Possession of a Certificate in Nursing 
'

ethics education, nursing Position, parental status, having

made a personal decision (not related to work) that involved

an ethically*charged situation, and having left a Previous

posiLion because institutional constraints made it nearly

impossible to Pursue the risht course of actÍon, the

t^Jilcoxon test Naa performed. None of the above variables

weïe found to be significantly re]-ated Lo the degree of

mcrral distress experienced by an individual .

Neither nursing education of än individual, nor the

length of time they had been employed in the unit was

correl^ated with the amount of input they reported having in

ethical decision-making. This conclusion Has drauln based on

the hliLcoxon test statistic comPuted for these variables-

There h,as, hogever , a signif icant correlation ( p = O.0227 )

between mean frequency of exPosure to ethically*charged

situations and length of time worked in the current unit of

employment. Spearman correlation coefficient for this h,as

o.25777 .

According to the t^lilcoxon test statistic, there Nere

no significant relationships between average frequency of

exposure to ethically-charged situations and having ELhics

education, being a paìient, having previously left a nursing

position because institutÍonal consLraints made it nearly

impossible to Pursue the right course of action, and



personal experience, not relaled

making an ethical decision which

on the degree of moral distress

AX

to w<¡rk as a nurse, in

subsequently had an imPact

exper ienced at lrlor k .

The Sam,ple: Dif f erences betr^legn SubseÞs

Þata for this study hJere coLlected fr<¡m nurses emPloyecj

at one of two NICUs located in different tertLary care

instiLutions within the såme large cit.y. DaLa were examined

to determine whether there Here dÍfferences between the two

groups of nurses who comPleted the questionnaire, based on

where they were employed.

Four variables were found to have statistically

significant differences when the two grouPs of nurses Nere

compared usÍng the hjilcoxon 2-sample test- These were;

1 ) mean moral distress level: group B nurses had a

mean moral- distress level of 5.óO veì-sus grouP A

nurses who had a mean moral distress level of

5.34 (p = .0241), using a scal-e of one to seven;

2) the stress i*rr*I in the nursing unit on the day

nurses compl-eted Lhe Moral Distress ScaLe: grouP B

nurses had a mean stress level of 3.77 versus 2 -94

for group n (p = .0482), using a scale of one t<>

seven;

nurses' ratings of input they perceived they had

into ethical decision*making in the unit - GrouP A

3)
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nurses reported a mean level of 3 "ó6 as compared

with group B nurses who rated their input Level

2.72 (p =o.oi-38), using a scale of one to s€ven;

4) hours of work per week: group B nuì-ses Nere much

rnore likely to be working close to fulltime hours,

as compared wit.h grouP A nurses who predominantLy

worked fewer than 32 hours per week (p = .0o1).

There were no statistically

the follor^¡ins variables when the

compared:

L)

1f, ,)

lìt I

iv)

sisnifÍcanL differences in

tt¡lo grouFs of nurses were

mean frequency of exposure to moral.ly distressing

situations as listed on the Moral Distress Scale;

mean number of distressing situations an

individual had experienced;

age i

Iensth of time employed within the current unit of

employment;

Iensth of time the individual has been a nurse;

identification of a morally-distressing clinical

situation not described on Lhe Moral Distress

v)

vi)

ScaIe;

vii ) having previousLy left a nursing posilion

primarily because insLitutional constraints made
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it nearly impossible to pursue the rishL course of

action;
viii ) Ethics education;

ix) Ievel of nursing education;

x) year of Graduation from Nursing program;

xi) graduation from a cerLificate program in Nursirig,

for exampl-e an ICU course; and

xii) being a parent.

àqglítqLivq Data

CIiniçaI Situations çrrhich cause ÞloraL Distress

Of the 79 respondents, 36 or 45.6 percent idenLified

other clinical situations, not described in the 27 Ít.eme cn

the Moral Distress Scale ( Appendix C ), ulhich caused them tcr

feel moral distress These responses were reviewed by the

investigator and classified into one of six categories

( Appendix G )

Issues rel-ated to paternaLism or pulling rank were

mentioned most frequently by nurses. An example of this

category incl"udes an incident when a decision reached at a

team meeting was rescinded by the physician, who neither

informed nor discussed the malter with staff, but simply

altered the Lreatment plan to conform to the newly*arrived-

at and independently-made decision.
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Nurses noted many instances whon incomplete informat.icn

u{as gÍven Lo parents, Ë-xamples cited included comments such

as "parents are given information that is distortecj or

biased", "doctors are not open and honest Lo parents about

future outcome of their infanL", and "results of tests are

back and everyone in the uniL including the residents know

the results, but no one (physician) urants to be the one to
toll the parents...The parents ask, and you have to lie,
'the results aren't back yet'".

rssues reLaLed to unnecessary treaLments and prol"onging

Iife support Here common when nurses described situacions
which caused them moral distress. A poignanL example of
this r¡as described as forrows: "pì-orongins Iif e supporr on

a badly damaged baby with various anomalies even after the
parents had sLated they wanted nothing more d<¡ne tc the baby

and wanted treatment discontinued. Medical staff could not

corne to terms with parents'wishes and allowed the baby to
suffer for three to four days longer Lhan necessary--the

parents never carne in to see the baby after Lhe first day of
life--the day Lhey made their decisiorì".

Experimental treatment and incompetence on the part of
health care team members hJere each mentioned six times.

Experimental treatment options described included

resusciLation of extremely preterm infants and "making this
baby and familv suffer...so that ure can see the effect this
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particular drug or treatment has on this particuJ.ar

condifÍon". Issues related to incompetence hJere mainly

directed at physician incomPetence, but also included

concerns regardins incompetence of other health care team

members. A graphic example involved a description of a Iimb

which required amputation as a result of an improperly

placed intravenous Iine. The nurse respondent states she

"wanLed to tell (parents) it was negligent not to remove the

Iine t¡hen the nurse kept insisting there was a problem. ( I )

wanLed to tell parents to sue (the) doctor and (the)

hospiLaI " .

In the "other" catestory, inequity of treaLment among

different families and different ethnic grouPs was mentioned

twice. one respondent described "favoritism among certain

patients and fami.Lies, thus allowing sometimes better care

and visitins, compared to less favorite patients and

families**a Iack of consistency and professionalism". one

nurse respondent noted that managerial non-support, non-

objective and judgmental attitudes, and "incornmunicative"

and coercive innuendoes were a source of much moraL disLress

for her.
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ÏABLE 8

or 1e

Fr equency

t . Pater na I ism,/puI I i ng rank

2. IncomPIeLe information given to parenLs

3. Unnecessary treatmenL/prolclnging support

4. Others**includes inequÍLv in Lrealment of
patients,/families ; non-supportive
managemenL

5. Incompetence of health care team members

6. "Experimental " Lreatment

22

13

11

LL

6

6

Experielce Nith l-eaving a nursin-q- position primarilv because

institutional constrai
pursue the right course- of action:

$ix respondents described siLuations in which Lhey had

left nursing positions primarily as a result of

institutional constraints which made it nearly impossible to

pursue the risht course of action- Reasons cited paralleled

the categories described above, in that incomPeLence and

paternalism were described. Paternalism t¡Jas apparent on the

part of physicians' actions toulard nurses'and PaLienLs ' as

u¡eII as paternalism of nursing administration toward nurses.

Two respondents noted difficulties relaled to physicÍans and

decision*making, such as "too many levels of doctors making
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decisions i.e. interns, residents, feIIows, sLaff men", and

"medical personne] counLermanding each other's orders and

then blaming nursing sLaff for following the other's

orders". Incomplete communication played a Part in severaL

situations, Íncludins comments that nursing Ínput Has not

inc].uded in decisions regardins Patient management'

fnterestingly, poor staffing patterns and "unsefe" decisions

on the part of nursing adminisLrators Nere menLioned by

three respondents, One profound example of a questionable

decision by a nursing administrator was the fo1J^owing:

one shift the head nurse assigned each of us to
unfamiliar aì-eas i.e. antepartum hish risk, Posl-Partum
and triage nursery. AII 3 areas were hish*risk i.e.
premaLure labour, post-partum bLeeds*-hish numbers of
babies in the nursery*-supervisor refused to let us go
back Lo areas we were most familiar uith. Her reason
was that head nurse must have had a reason for the HaY
assignment was made, and ( she ) was wilLing to
compromise patient safety. l'^le had to keep the original
assignment , aL ] the whi le consulti ng uuith f el" l-ow nurses
t^rho knew hot¡ to handle the situation better, but who
h,ere busy handling other unfamiliar situations. I
believe admin's reasoning was that the more areas hle
were famÍLiar with, the more Ne could be used as
floaLs. I had no obiections to learning nekl areas but
not when these areas Nere critical. I applied for a
transfer Lo NICU Lhe next day and have been much
happier.
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t¡ h ich

AII of the t2 nurse resPondents who reported having

been personally invoLved in an elhica]ly-charged situation,

not related Lo wgrk as a nurse, whÍch had an impact on the

degree of moraL disLress Subsequently exPerience¡j at work,

had made decisions related to illness and deaths of fe-mily

members. Several had acted as leaders for the family, or

as spokesperson or Iiaison betr¡leen family and the health

care team. One nurse sLatedo "I have greater compassion,

and empathy, for families having to make similar decisions".

Another nqrse rePorted, "Ï stil] haven't come to terms Nith

it i.e. could I have done more? Díd I make the right

decisions? I aLHays "ffash back" to this if I have a

terminal patient. " CIearIy, the effecLs of such

experiences are l^ong-lasting and influential -

Chapter V witl discuss implications of the findings

reported from the data analYsis '



CHAPÏER V:

DISCUSSION

This study was designed to explore Lhe day-to-day

experience of moral distress among NICU nurses, and to Look

at the relationship betuleen the degree of moral distress

experienced and the frequency of exposure to eLhicalLy*

charged situations in the clinical area. The conceptual

f ramewor k uli I ized Lo direct the study was t¡i I ki nson 's Horal-

Distress ModeI (Appendix A). The model notes Lhat nurses

frequentl.y encounter patient care situations in which they

are ahlare of a moral issue, and their cognitive moral

framework, in addition to feel-ings of empathy and desire to

help the patient, influence Lhe decision about which action

they are comfortab.Ie in taking. The model suggests that

"the more frequenLly a nurse is exposed to cases of moraL

distress, Lhe Less likely the copÍng behaviors are to be

successful" (t^JiIkinson, 1987/88, p. 27),

In this study, NICU nurses completed the Moral Distress

Scale and a Biographical Data Sheet ( Appendices B and C ).

Several^ open-ended questions were included in the Moral

Distress ScaIe, allowing a combined quantitative and

quaLiLative approach to the study of Lhe research questions.

Seventy*nine registered nurses r^lhose daily assignment

includes care of neonates in Lhe NICU comprised the research

sample. Nurses were employed in one of two NICUs, both
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Iocated in a large midulestern Canadian citv" AII NICU

nurses Nere invÍted Lo participate, and a resPonse raLe of

62 percent Has attained.

Data analysis suggosts severaL possibLe interPretalions

and conclusions about the samPle and the concepts studied.

These wi I t be reviewed, f ol Ìowed t¡y a discussion of

Iimitations of the study, implic,ations for nursing Practice,

and recommendaLions for future nursing research'

Discussion

The firsL research question explored the extent to

which NICU nurses experience moral distress in carrying out

their day-to*day patient care responsibilities. On a scale

of one ( no moral distress ) to seven ( a l-ot of moral-

distress ), the mean moral distress level for the sample was

5.48. This represenLs a moderately hish leve]- of moral

distress o and is supportive of findings of Berger o S€versen

and Chvatal (L99t), who found that Lhe mean "level of

disturbance" experienced by nurses who were faced with

various eLhical issues in their daily Practice was 2.53 on a

scale of o (not at aII disturbed) to 4 (a sreat deal of

disturbance ). It should be noted Lhat Berger eL al . did not

label the "disturbance" moral distress per se, but asked

nurses "hohJ disturbed Lhey fel-t" by sPecific ethical issues

which arose in their practice.



Study findings that NICU nurses experience a fairly

high degree of moral distress suPPort earlier reports of

qualitative research by Jacobson çteZe), and Hutchinson

(1984). In studying NIcu nuì-ses, Jacobson found that the

most prevalent Lheme reported as stressful by nurses was

" nurses ' phÍ losophica]-/emotional^ problems " , which resu].ted

in ', inner turrnoil " . Hutchinson ( 1984 ), wl',o also sLudied

NICU nuì'ses, noted a theme of inner turmoiL as r.leLl. The

concepL of inner turmoil, as described by Lhese tulo

researchoy's, is similar Lo descriptions of moral distress

provided by more recent researchers (Fenton, L987 and

Nilkinson, tg87/aa). As welI, Rosenthal, Schmid and Black

( fçeç ) found Lhat ethical issues in the NTCU Here

significantLy more stressful" than concerns in other areas

such as self-competence and concerns about the family's

provision of adequate care. Again, this group did not use

Lhe tefm "moral distreS5", bUt rather lOoked at "Stress" AS

a resul"t of "ethicaL issues" in the cLinicaL area -

Of interest is the fact that Previouslv publisheci

research, though confirming the exPerience of "stress" or

"disturbance" amonE, nurses faced with "ethical issues", have

Senerally not utilized the more clearr']y-defined concept of

moral distress. This is Iikely because the concePt was not

weLl-known in Lhe nursing Iiterature until 7987/8e^, when

t^Jilkinson published her landmark study results" Of the few
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studies exploring the issue, most were conducted before that

date

Study findings that NICU nuì-ses experience a moderately

high degree of moral distress in their day-to*day work may

have important cLinica]^ itnpLicaLions, particul-arly if

t^Jilkinson's (1987/A8 ) assertion that moral dístress among

nurses may result in sub-optima]. patient care is correct.

Based on the relatively high mean moral distress level for

nurses in this sample, one might surmise Lhat there is
potentÍal for such an outcome among this grCIup of nurses.

Since this study did not explore the effects of moral

distress nor the coping mechanisms of Lhe nurses, it is

impossibLe Lo predict the outcome of these nurse

respondents' rnoral distress experience. t^lilkinson's theory

concerning damage to a nurse's self *esteem and "uJho.Lerìess "

as a result of experiencing moral distress are of concern as

well-, since these characteristics impact on nurses' mentaL

health. Again, however, it is impossible to predict the

outcome of moral distress on these nurses based on study

results.
The fact that mean leveL of mora] distress among nurses

is so hish in this study suggests that they may not be

coping as welL as they couLd be" For insLance, if nurses

Here able to somehow resolve theÍr feelings of moral

distress, ratings of the degree to which they experience
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thÍs entity would presumably be louler . Thus, a moderately

high leve]- of moral" distress suggests unresolved f eel i ngs of

psychological disequilibrium, hence a higher Iikelihood of

unsuccessful coping mechanisms.

There is, what at first sisht ! appears to be an

inconsistency in the MoraL Distress Model as proposed by

t^Jilkinson (ßaZrce) which must be addressed. t¡hile at one

poÍ,ii asserting that "the more f requently the nuïse Ís

exposed to (situations invokins moral disLress), the less

likely the coping behaviors wilL be effectÍve" (p. 25), in

further discussion of the moral distress experience, she

states thaL "the amount of experience and the knowledge of

available options affect the degree to which the nurse can

circumvent constraints and impLemenL Lhe moral decision" (p.

25). Both suggestions are plausible**for some individuals,

repeated exposure to stressfuL situations wiLl stimu]-ate a

desire to find an effective solution; for others, the

challenge r.rilL be too great and the resul-t may be damage to

the individual's t¡holeness and a decreasing ability to

funcLion effectively in the clinical- area.

This study found no correlation between â9€, nursing

experience, experience working in an NICU, educational-

preparation, parental sLatus, or stress level in the NICU

the day Lhey compl.eted the quest.ionnaire, and the mean moral

distress Ievel for an individual. Nurses who have made
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personal decisions (not reLated to tJork), that involved an

ethically-charged situation, and those who Iefl a previous

posítion because institutional constraints made it nearly

impossibLe Lo pursue Lhe rishL course of action urere not

found to have significantly different levels of moral

disLress than nurses wiLhout these experiences. These

f indings al'e congruent with Berger et aI .'s (tggt ) study

resuLts r^¡hich ir:clicated no sisnificant reLationship between

education , age or exper ience and the level of "disturbarìce "

reported by nurses as a result of being confronted wÍth

various "ethical issues" in their pracLice.

The l-evel of input nurses felt they had in ethicaL

decÍsion-making Ín the unit was not related to Lhe degree of

moraÌ distress they experience. This is surprising in view

of many published articles (Bers & Isler, L977 i Davis, L977t

HarrÍs, C., ]-973; Jameton, 79A41 Lo, 7984; Muyskens, 1982i

and Rodney, L989 ) which advocate a multi-disciplinary shared

decision-makins process as a means of "integrity-preserving
compromise" (Benjamin & Curtis, 1986, p. 106) for nurses.

These authors suggest that by involving nurses and

soliciting their input at the outset of the decision-makins

process, it is possibLe to avoid nurses' discomfort Ín
implementing a medically-ordered plan of care. The majority

of publicaLions supporting this position are editoriaL

articles, however, and not empirical research. This may
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explain the incongruence betuleen this study's findings and

the general tone of the literature in this regard; perhaps

the amount of input nurses have into ethical decision-makins

is not as imporlant. as it Nas thought to be with regard to

the degree of moral distress they subsequenLly exp€rience.

It may be, however, thaL Lhe nurses in this sampLe are

atypÍcal of nurses in general, thus this relationship Has

not sÍgnificant in this sampLe.

It ís Iikelv that oLher personal attributes and

variables, not identified or measured in this study, are

influencing the manner in which nurses react or respond to

eLhical^ l^y-charged situations i n the cl i nical area . Further

research is clearly needed to uncoveì' these characteristics.

The second question expl.ored in Lhis study looked for

correlation between the frequency of exposure to ethically*

charged siLuations and the degree of moraL distress

experienced. The group mean frequency of exposure Lo

ethicaJ-J.y-charged situations Has reLativeLy l^ow: 2.4I on a

scale of one (never having experienced Lhe situaLion) to

seven (experience the situation frequentLy). This findins

is similar Lo that of Berger et aI. (L99L), who found that

when 32 ÍLems were presented to a group of nurses drawn from

various different clinical specÍalty areas as well as

nursing administration, there Has a relatively lot¡ overalJ^
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frequency of eXposure score, indicating Lhat in general,

nurses encountered ethical- issues relatively infrequenlly-

Ihere was a signif icant positive correlation bett¡een

frequency of exposure to ethicaLly*charged situations and

Lhe extent to which an individual experiences moral

distress, baseo on grouP means. This finding concurs with

t^JiI kinson's diagrammatic Moral Distress Mode] ( Appendix A ) ,

¡,¡hich suggests LhaL increasing frequency of exPosuì-e to

ethically-charged situalions contributes to feeling

overwheLmed and powerless. As weII, this resul"t suPports

the finding of Berger et aI . , who note that "on average, the

nuÍse's leve} of disturbance increases with the frequency

that issues are encountered" (Berger et âI, t99t, p- 520).

IL would appear that, in general, rePeated exPosu'r-e Lo

ethically-charged situations is associated with increased

mc¡ral_ distress, This f inding is important in Lhat it

provides direction and supPort for the Premise that

prevention of exposure to morall"y distressing situations is

Iikely the best strategy to assist nurses. Focus on coPing

will be necessary, but knowledge that increased frequency of

exposure t,o ethically*charged siLuations results in

increased moral^ distress assisls in Prioritizing future

strategies for nursing education, research, and

administration in their efforts Lo assist practicing nurses'

Lo work effectively despite having to contend with
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potentialty morally distressing situations. In other Hords,

concerted effort directed at aLtering condÍLions in the

clinical area, u¡ith a goal of reducing the number of

mora].ly-distressing situations encountered, is PerhaPs

potentially the most effective strategy available to

ultimaLely decrease the level of moraL distress experienced

by nurses.

There Ís a sisnificant relationship between J.ength of

time employed in the current NICU and the frequency with

which one encounters ethicall-y-charged situations. The most

Iogical explanation for this finding is that as nurses

acquire more experience and expertise in this specialty

area, they are exposed to more critÍcally*iII and unsLable

patients. That is, the most senior nurses are the ones to

care for the most challenging palients, thus they are more

IikeLy to confront eLhicaLly-charged sÍtuations due to the

acuity of the clinical case and general lack of experience

of most heal.th care team members Í n deal Í ng wiLh these " ner,J "

situations. These more senior nurses did not, houlever,

experience a different level- of moraL distress when compared

with other more junior staff members.

tJiLkinson (tgeZlt988) found that more expey-ienced

nurses report a lower incidence of moral distress than

younger, less experienced nurses. Althoush moì-e experienced

nurses in the presenL study Here more frequently exposed to
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ethically*challenging situations, there was no difference itr

the Leve.L of moral distress they experienced as compared

with less experienced nurses. An exPlanation for both of

these findings may be that more experienced nurses are

better able to present their perspective and to persuade

others of iLs merit, for example, to infLuence ethical

decision-making, thus they are less Iikely to feel they are

impLementing a care plan urith r^¡hich they disagree. Tt may

also be thaL more experienced nurses, t.tho are generally

older, have been socialized into a more passive role, where

they feel their prime responsibility is to follow doctors'

orders. If this Ís Lhe case, they would be better able to

reassure themselves that their actions were not their own

responsibi I ity , thus they woui"d be l"ess I i keLy to reporL

feeling a high degree of moral distress.

Situations from the Moral Distress Scal"e were rankeci

according to mean level of moral distress experienced by the

sLudy sample, and again according to the frequency with

r^lhich nurses encountered them (lables 3, 4, 5, and 6, pgs

55, 56,58, and 60). Of the top eight-ranked items in the

moral distress hierarchy, five refer Lo direcL actions or

inactions of physicians ulhich are incongruenL with nurses'

ideas of hor¡ situations should be handled. This f Índing is
supportive of RosenlhaL et aL.'s (tçeg ) report of NICU

nurses' mean stress score: conflict r¡ith physicians Has
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ranked second of eisht groups of stressors presented in that

study

tJor ki ng with " unsaf e " Ìevels of nurse staf f Í ng Nas

ranked eighth in terms of the degree of moral distress
precipitated in the study sampl^e. This finding is somewhat

supportive of Berger and colleagues' (L99I ) report that "the

mosL disturbing ethical issue reported...was inadequate

staffing, with 90 percent indicating that they brere

disLurbed a great deaL or quite a bit when this occuì-red"

( p. 51S ). The issue of inadequate or unsafe nurse staffing

may be a reLatively new phenomenon, with current economic

concerns reaching such a hish level in healLh care settings.

Certainly in Canada, it is onLy recentl"y Lhat nurse staffing

has been reduced in an attempL to become more fÍscally

responsible. In the Uniled States, the issue may be reLaLed

rnore to availabiliLy of nurses than the economy.

In the hierarchy of situa.tions ranked accordins to

frequency of exposure, five of the top eight situations

refer to sÍtuations in which physician controL impinges on

nursing autonomy. This is again supportive of Rosenthal

and group's (neg ) f indins, where when stressful siLuations

were examined according Lo frequency of occurrence, the top

ranked item was impacL of the NICU environment ( space,

Iight, etc. ), the next rnost frequently encountered was

eLhical issues relaLed to proJ.onging a baby's life, and the
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third r,las conflicts with phvsicians. Berger eL aI . ( 1991 )

found that inadequaLe staffing bJas encountered most

frequently of items explored ín their studv, with heroic

measures usec Lo sustain life another frequentLy encountered

stressgr. The current st.udy supPorts these findings, in

Lhat working with "unsafe" level-s of nurse staffing NaS

encountered frequenLly, and two of the eisht top ranked

iLems cou]-d be seen as empLoying heroic measures to sustain

Iife i.e. "initiate dramatic Iife*saving actions when I

think ít only Prol-ongs death" , and "continue to parliciPate

in care for a hopelessly injured paLient who is being

sustained on a respirator o þ.,hen no one wilL make a decision

to 'pull the plug"'.

of the top eisht ranked situalions in each list, five

situations are common to both hierarchies. Ihese are;

( i ) Initiate dramatic life*saving acLions when I Lhink it

only prolongs death.

( ii ) Let medÍcal students and/or residents Perform painful

procedures on Patients solely to increase their skiII -

(iii) Nork with "unsafe'' l-evels of nurse staffing'

( iv ) Continue to participate in care for hopelessly iniured

patienL who is being sustained on a resPirator, when

no one wilt make a decision to "puII the plug"

( v) AssisL the physician u¡ho in your opinion is providing

incompetent care.
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central to alI of Lhese situations is an underlyins

sense that Lhe patient is not receiving optimal care - The

paLient is cl-early aL the mercy of the health care team,

particular l"y the medical prof essionals , who , accordi nS t'o

study findings, ât times appear more concerned hJith

increasing their skiII than providins quaLiLY,

individualized Patient care. Although Iearning new skiIIs

is necessary for att healLh care Professi<,i:aÌs, there aYe

many different strategies availabte to assist in

accomplishing this goa]. Having junÍor physicians Perform

painful procedures on babies solely to Íncrease their skiII

is moral Iv distressi ng . t¡ith the advent of computer

simulations and complex manni ki ns r^¡hich can be intubated and

cannuLated in a variety of different invasive hlays, there is

Iittle justificaLion to "practice" on babies.

t^lhen no one will" make a decision to discontinue heroic

Iife support fneasures in the case of hoPelessly iniured

patients, Lhe sLress to paLient, famil^y and nursing staff is

great. Though such decisions must indeed be difficult, and

should never be rushed, there is noLhing to be gained in

delayins the discussion or the decision-making '

Assisting "incompetent" physicians and u¡orking with

"unsafe" IeVeIs of nurse staffing rePresent inadequate

support from other heatth care team members, and both

situaLions place nurses in an uncornforLable situation u¡hich
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is not easily reconciled. To decrease and ultimately

eliminate the moral" distress evoked by these situations,

work with nursing administration and medicine is essential

to ensure their understanding of the prob].em, and to

encourage a cornmitment to work together to rectify it.

The initiation of "dramatic" life-savÍng actions by

nurses who feel such actions only prolong death is

undersLandably difficult, The very nature of NICU nursing

suggests that it is a situation which is not likely to

decrease in frequency, since there are stÍlL many unknowns

in the f ield. For insLance, iL remains unclear iust t^¡hat

the lower ]imit of viabÍLity for Preterm infants is. Just a

decade ã9o, Lhe limit þJas felt to be 2A weeks gestation: in

1994, there aì-e reports of infants who survive after birth

at just 22 weeks. Facts such as this render many nurses to

feel heLpl-ess**doubLLess there are infants who are "saved",

only to later learn that there were iust too many problems,

or problems too acute to manage effectively, that u¡iLL

prevent an acceptable quality of life, if Iife is indeed a

possibility.

Frequently encountered morai.l-y-distressing situations

are extremelv difficult for nurses. Sharing the nature of

these r,lith nursi ng admi nistrators , nursi ng educaLors , and

physicians may besin the monumental task of resolvins the

problems*-firsL by assÍsting others to see how such
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situations affect front*Iine nurses, and secondly by

creati ng i ncentives to decrease the f requency r^rith which

they occur in the NICU.

Even the Least*distressÍng situations invoked a fair

degree of moral distress among study participants. The

lowesl ranked situation had a mean moraJ- distress l^eveL of

3.89 (on a scale of one to seven, where one = no distress,

and seven = a great dea] of distress). This findins may be

partially explained by the acLion of the social desirability

response set. In LhÍs case, some individuaLs tend to

"misrepresenL their attitudes by siving ansuJers that are

consistent with prevailins sociaL mores" (PoLit & HungLer,

L987 , p. 256). It may be that nurses felt somewhat

compeLled to answer questions from a vantage point of

patient advocacy, based on heishLened awareness of

ethÍcally*charged situations when Learning about the focus

of the research study. In other words, nurses who may not

normally consider the many ramifications of Lheir actions

suddenly became arrare of an under Iyi ns societal exPectation

that nurses act in a manner so as to preserve Lhe autonomy

and dignity of patients and their families, protectins them

from individuals and actions whose intent may be at odds

t^lith the best interest of the patient.

Considering that all items on Lhe Moral Distress Scale

uJere selected because they have been found to be morally
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distressing, it makes sense that moral distress raLings are

rel.atively hish . Despite this , the nuì-ses' raLi ngs must be

accepted as valid--the scale allowed them to rate iLems on a

sca]^e f rom one to seven, Yêt the lotrlest average mora.l-

distress raLing was above the midpoint of the scale.

The least-distressing situaLion for nurses in this

sLudy hJas to "cayyy out orders or institutional policies Lo

discontinue treatmenL". InLerestinsly, this Ís a sÍtuation

which is encountered fairly frequent'ly; it was ranked number

seven of 27 items in terms of frequency of exPosure-

Perhaps disc6ntinuing treatment is viewed by nurses aS a

means of stopping the suffering of terminalLy iLl- patÍents,

thus it is less stressful than misht be expected -

Of the "least*distressing" list, Lwo situations are

direcLly related Lo the family's needs, sPecifically meeting

them when they are incongruent r^rith the nuÍSe's convicLions

about what it right for the patient. These are "FoIIot^l the

family's ttishes for Lhe patient's care when I do not agree

with them" and "Follow the parent's request not to discuss

death with a child who asks about their dving newborn

sibling". This finding is in keeping with that of Rosenthal

et al. (tgeg), who noted that concerns of families ranked

sixth out of eight stressors in terms of the stress they

caused for nurses, IL is apparenL from these results that

nurses clearly care for parents and family as weII as
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paLients, at times ( comfortably ) compromising their own

convictions to satisfy the famiLies'. ThaL Ís, nurses are

not overly distressed when their actions are contrary to

Lheir or4n beliefs, as ]ong as they are those desired by the

family.
one component of the Baby Doe l"egislation in the U.S.

states that infants, even those who are terminally iII, be

provided r,Jith nutrítionaf suPport. Nurses Ín Lhis sampl-e

r,lould likely suPport the Baby Doe legislation which states

that feeding of Lerminally ilL infants is required; Lhey

ranked "prepare a terminally ilI patient who is a "no 99'

for surgery to have a feeding tube put in" the thÍrd J^east

distressing situation of the 27 Presented in the Moral

Distress Scal-e.

The eisht Ieast-frequentJ^y-encountered situations

included three items whose central theme Has a restriction

on information the nurse Has alLowed to share. These Were:

i) FoIIow Lhe parent's request not to discuss death

with a chiLd who asks about Lheir dying newborn

ii )

sibling;

Follow the physician's request not to discuss a

99 status with the family; and
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iii) Follow the physician's order not to discuss death

Nith parents hrho ask about Lhe death of their

dying infant.

It is reassuring that these undesirable restrictions to open

communicaLion do not occLlr Very frequent ly. Neither Berger

et al . (L99I ) nor Rosenthal^ et al . (ßeg ) discuss

restrictions to information*sharing Per se. AIso, it Has

not mentioned by resPondents in the oPen-ended questions in

Lhis study. Perhaps this is an issue of less impçrtance in

terms of causing moral disLress for nurses than it Þ.Jas when

the Moral Distress Scale Has created. It could also be that

this issue of restricted communicatÍons is more prevalent in

other settings in which Lhe Moral Distress Scale has been

used.

The open*ended questions asked in this study aLlowed

nurses to identify other siLuations, not described in the

MoraL Distress ScaLe , which i nvoke mora.L distress f or them .

The situations they described were classified into six

categories: incomplete information given to parents,

paLernalism,/puIIing rank, unnecessary treatmenL/Prolonging

support, incompetence of heaLth care Leam members,
:

"experimental" treatment, and others, including inequity in

treatment of patients/famíl"ies and non-suPPortive

management. The issue of information-giving has been
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explored t>y other researchers, and this study suPports the

overaLl finding that when there is interprofessionaÌ

disagreement regarding how much information a patient or

family shoul"d be given, nurs€s experience stress (Dewe

19S9). Issues of paternalism,/pulling rank, unnecessary

treatmenL/proLonging support, and incomPetence of heal"th

care team members are consistenLlv identified in the

literature as stress-Índucing for nurses. A Less*well-

identified situation involves the use of "experimental"

treatment as a Source of stress. PerhaPs it Ís the nature

of IcU nursing in general and NICU nursing in Particular

that since there are stil]. so many "unknowrìs" n any neN

treatment m<¡dality may inÍtÍalIy be Perceived as

"experimenLaÌ", Al"so, there may be more research occurring

in the NICU than previously, Depending on the degree of

invasiveness or inherent risk invoLved, such regimes may be

met with more skepticism than acceptance.

Issues related to inequitable treatment of families and

non-support of nursing administration, r^rhile of concern ' are

perhaps Ìess disconcerting than the other identified

stressors, since they may be more easily dealt u¡ith. Though

iL coutd not occur without considerable pl"anning and effort

on the part of many individuals, the causes of these two

prob.Lems are presumably within Lhe controL of the nursing

pr<¡fession. t^lhile it would be a considerable task, the
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problem-soLving would need to be focused ariLhin a gì:oup of

professionals, without the need to cross inter-discipìinary

Iines. fn theory at. Ieast, some problems inherent irr inLer-

disciplinary issues would be circumvented, Lhus PresentÍng a

problem whose resolution may be less difficuLt than those

whÍch invoLve other professionaL groups"

Based on the inpuL from respondents in the open-endeci

questions: it appears that there may be reason to add items

to the Moral Distress Scale. One instance where this may be

h,arranted invoLves the issue of experÍmental treatment.

There is no situation in Lhe tool at. present ulhich address

this issue specificaLly, yet it was identified by six nurses

who took the time to write out lengthy descriptions of such

siLuations.

In this study, one nurse staLed that as a result of her

previous experience with ethical decision*makins, in a role

other than that as a nurse, she developed "greater

compassion, and empathy, for families having to make similar

decisions". Another nurse reported, "I still haven't come

to terms ulith it i.e. c<¡uld I have done more? Did I make

the right decisions? I always "flash back" to Lhis if I

have a terminal patient." Ihe last remark, regarding the

flash-back, is supportive of findings of Fenton (tgaZ), who

noted in her qualitative study, that nurses' feelings of

distress may remain unresolved for many years
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Ihe SampIe: Differences between subsets

The two groups of nurses, divided based on which

nursing uniL they were employed in, dÍffered significantLy

r^lith respect to four variables. Group B nurses had a

greater degree of moral^ distress, reported a higher generaL

stress level in the nursing unit the day t.hey compleLed the

questionnaiTe, fel"t they had less input into ethÍcal

decision*making than group A, and uJere much more Iikely Lo

be working cLose to full Lime hours, âs compared with grouP

A nurses who generally worked less than 32 hours per uleek.

Reasons for these dÍfferences are impossibLe to

determine with certainty, hor.lever several exPlanations are

plausible. It seems Logícal- that with a Perceiried lower

IeveI of input into ethical decision-makins, orìe might feel

more stressed, both generally and in particu].ar, with

regards Lo morally*distressing events. Ihe Iiterature,

whÍch consists primarily of editoriai. and anecdota] writing

rather than research per s€, contends that a maior cause of

moral dÍstress among nuì-ses is the lack of inPul they have

into ethical decision-making in the clinical area (BeauchamP

& Childress, 7983i Davis et â1., 1983; Penticuff, 79A7; and

Thompson & Thompson, 1981 ). The authors suggest that when

the nurse's own moraL judgment runs counter to the plan of

care he or she must implement, the nurse experÍences stress.

Data for the Group B subseL supporL assert.ions made in the
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Iiterature with regard to the issue of nurses' input into

ethica]. decision*ma ki ns .

IL is possibl^e that nurses who work full time aÍe more

faLigued with less time for other (non*work) interests than

Lhose nurses who t'lork f ewer hours. It would not be

surprising for those fuII time nurses to be more apt to

perceive the workplace as generaLly stressfuL (as reflected

by the data), as weII as to respond to morally distressing

events with less ene)-gy for copÍng, ïesultins in increased

moral distress.

The relationship between increased moral distress and

hisher ratings of stress at the time of data collectÍon is

Íntriguing. The cLinicaL environment at institution B may

in fact be more stressful (in a general way) than that

encountered by nurses in Group A. If this is so, iL wouLd

not be surprisins that those nurses who must endure a

generaLly stressfuL environment mÍght respond to morally

distressing evenLs with fewer Personal resources such as

probl^em*soLvi ng s ki I ls and assertiveness i n cl i nical

decision-makins, resulting in a higher degree of moral

distress. ConverseJ.y, wiLh a higher level of moraL distress

among nurses in institution B, it is not surPrising thaL the

disequiIibrium fel^t by nurses wouLd be carried over into

areâs outside morally-distressing situations, so that nurses
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begin to perceive the entire work environmenL as gen€ral-Iy

stressfuL.

Tlre issues of nurses working fulL time versus Part time

hours, âs weII as usual stress level in Lhe clinical area,

are not addressed in Lhe l-iterature in terms of Lheir

relationship to the experience of moral distress' More

research is needed to determine explanations for findings

such as those described above. This is particularly true,

since for the large sample (group A and group B) combined,

there was no statistically significant correlaLion between

mean moral distress Level and the general stress level" in

the unit, input into ethical decision-making, or number of

hours worked per week.

Part of the expl^anation for the differences noted

between groups A and B may be related to differing

expectations on the part of nurses. For instance,

heightened awareness of ethical issues and bioethics in

genoraL may resulL in a higher IikeLihood of noticing and

reacting to ethically*charged situations, and an exPect.ation

for greater invol^vement in ethical decision*makins. If this

is so, and if one insLitution provided markedly different

opportunities for continuing education reLated to nursing

ethics, one might expect to see differences such as were

noLed between the two groups of nuì-ses. Personal"

communication with nurses in the two units revealed thal
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each institution endeavored to provide nursing staff with

educaLionaL and supportive measures to assisL in

understanding and coping with ethical issues in the clinical
area. It was impossible, however, to cuantify this
education and support in a meaningful way, thus this premise

of differing expecLations must remain specul"atÍve.

Limitations of thg -Studv.

The generalizability of Lhe study findings is Iimited
by the geographic distributÍon of the sLudy sampj.e. Alt
respondents live in the same cÍty, though the study did

explore experiences of nurses in Lwo different hospitals.
Any conclusions drawn, therefore, may be generalized only to
this sel^ecL popul.ation, with I imited applÍcabil"ity to other

groups of NICU nurses. The relatively small sample síze, 62

percent of tz9 nurses or 79 respondents, is another lÍmiLing
factor.

The Llse of convenience sampLins is of concern, as there

is no assurance that the sample derived is typical of the

popuLation it is drawn from with regard to critical
variables being measured (polit & Hungler, L9S7). The

advanlage of convenience sampling in terms of assuring as

Iarge a sample as possible must be weighed against the

possibiLity Lhat Lhe sej.f-seLected participants introduce a
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bias which may affect Lhe study results. To help determine

the repì-esentativeness of Lhe sample, severaL important

extraneous variables were explored. Nursing educaÈ,i,on,

ELhÍcs educaLion, and nursing experience are Ímportant

variables which may influence results. These variables

Here explored and tested for correl"ation with the degree of

moral distress experienced by an individuaL . UnforLunately,

there are no pubLished data regarding "Lypical" NTCU nurse

populations, rendering impossible a cornparison between this

study sampLe and NICU nurses in general.

Ihe Moral Distress Scale, developed by Dr . Mary C.

Corley, has been used severaL times, and achieved

respectable psychometric parameLers for a scale at iLs stage

of deveLopment. Modifications to the scaJ.e, necessary to

render it suitable for Canadian NICU nurses (versus American

nuì'ses who care for adult patients ) may, however o have had

an impact of Lhe reliability and validity of the scale. The

investÍgator, in an attempt to address this concern, worked

closely with a nurse expert in instrument development and a

st.atistician when modifying the insLrument. Dr. Corley,

after review of the changes made, approved the modified

instrument for use in the study. As r^reJ.L, the modif ied

instrument h¡as pre*tested, in Phase I of the study, with a

group of nurse experts Ín NICU nursing. This group assessed
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the instrumenL for construct validity and internal
consÍstency.

SocÍai^ desirability must be considered when subjects

complete their quesLionnaires. Despite assurance of

confidentiaLÍty and anonymity, there may, for some nurses)

be an awareness that certain siLuations induce moral

distress for many. They ffiây, even if they personally do noi-

experience a hish degree of moral distress, report that they

do, in order not to be perceived as col-d-hearted or

i nsensitive .

Another limitation Ís Lhat phiLosophical ol- religious
perspectives that may have influenced the reported amount of
morai" distress hrere not explored in this study. It woul^<j

have been useful to examine the relationship between these

variabl-es and the degree of mora.L distress exper ienced , as

religi<¡us or philosophical background may be a confounding

var iab.Le .

Implications for Practice

Study resuLts suggest severa.L impL ications f or nursi ng

practice. NICU nurses encounter ethically-charged
situalions in their day-to*day work, and these situations
may result in a signÍficant. degree of moral distress for
them. Nurses in this study report a moderatetry hish degree
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of moral distress encounterecj in carrying out their day-to-

day activities in the NICU. The effect of the moraL

distress experienced Has not explored in this st.udy, ti'roug!'t

t¡iLkinson has theorÍzed that its effects may be devasLating.

The nurse may feel porderless and overwhelmed, rllä7 avoid the

patient and Lhus be unable Lo provide optimum nursing Èare,

may experience lowered self-esteem, and may change iobs or

Ieave nursing altogeLher ( t+i.f kinson , I9a7/Bg).

It is imperative, then, that practicing nurses be

provided with continuing educaLion and administralive a.nd

medical support that acknoulledges the challenges they face

ín this regard. Regularly-scheduLed "debriefÍng" sessions,

coordinated by the unit's CIi.nical Nurse Hducator, could

provido a forum for discussion of stressful situaLions

nurses have encountered. Acknowledgement of the exisLence

of ethical J.y*charged situations , which occur with rel^ative

frequency, could provide a starting point for discussicn "

Sharing of feelings about specÍfic (or general) incidents

could open communication so LhaL nurses could resolve 1-ireir

moraL distress, or be directed to aPProPriate sources of

support if desired or required.

Nursing admÍnistration coui-d provide better support to

nurses who experience moral distress by aIIowÍng greater

flexibil"ity in paLient assignmenLs, and by representing

nursing concerns about rnorally-distressing situations to
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medicine and other powerful groups. Nurses should have the

privilege of dec.[ining particularLy distressing patient

assignments, or trading with another nurse, who does nor

find the assignment incongruenL with personal philosophies

and convictions. Further, nursing admÍnistrators need to
advocate for front*line nurses when situations arise such as

the i ncident wherei n a physician i ndepencjently and

arbitrarily changed a care plan after an interdisciplÍnary
team meeting had reached a consensus regarding treatment
plans for a patient.

A commitmenL toward a shared governance model of

nursing management, with aIl- IeveIs of nursing contributins
Lo decisions regarding staffing, proLocol and procedur-es,

would also contribute toward greater auronomy, ano possibry

.Less moral distress, f or staff nurses - This .Latter

strategy, whose focus is on prevention of morally

distressing events, is of prime importance in assistÍng
nurses who musL contend with ethically-charged siLuations in
their daily work.

The findÍng Lhat staffing concerns are a significant
source of rnoral distress for nurses is of note, and one

which presumably is under the control of nursing

administration to rectify. Nursing administration could

direct, within the constraÍnts of heaLth care reform, a

staffing system which misht better meet the needs of
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patienLs, families, and nursing staff. Exploring

aLternatives to Lhe presenl system of cutbacks mishL help Lo

prevent some of the moral distress nurses are beginning to

exper ience as a resu.Lt of staf f i ng changes .

Ihe finding that physicians' Iearning needs and the

way they choose to meet these t^las a source of much moral"

distress for nurses suggests that clinical teaching for
physicians shou.Ld be addressed. As discussed , use of

mannikins and simulated learning situations could decrease

the number of invasive procedures which are currenLi-y being

atLempted first on patients. It is Iikely easier and more

ef f ective to prevent the exper ience of mciral" distress than

to simply Lyy to deal with its effects. This is one

strategy which may meet this goai. of prevention.

Ultimately, nurses must be assisted to t^lork through tl're

moraÌ distress they experience in an effective and

satisfying rnanner, so that the distress does nol adversely

affect either their own mentaL health or their ability to

provide optimal quality care for the patients and fami.ij-es

they serve,

RecqmFendatiqns foI Future Rese-erch

Several recommendations for future nursing research are

suggested from this study. First, replication of this study

r^riLh other groups of NICU nurses utouÌd strengthen the
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premise that moral dístress is an entity experienced to a

moderate to hÍgh degree by t his group of nurses.

From a broader perspective, it r^¡ould be useful to

repl^icate the study with nurses from other clinical areas.

Th.is would enhance understandins of t.he concept of moral

dÍstress, and would doubtless serve to exponential"ly

increase the number of nurse researchers exploring this
phenomenon. Areas such as Emergency rooms, Dialysis units,

and long-term care units or institutions are examples of

some clinica.L areas Ín r^lhich nurses l"ikely encounter

ethically-charged situations in Lheir day-to*day work. It

wouLd be interesting to expLore the phenomenon in these

areas, and cornpare their experiences to the NICU.

The issue of measurement instrumenLs is of paramount

importance; the quality and accuracy of the study results

aì-e directLy dependent upon the validity and reliabiLity of

the insLrument. Respondents in this study affirmed the

content vaLidity and internaL consistency of the modified

MoraI Distress ScaIe, however further research must be

focussed on establishing further validÍty and reliabiLity

information for the modified Moral Distress ScaIe. AIso,

perhaps more items shoul"d be added to the Sca.Le, to address

issues such as "experimental" treatmenls, nurses' feelings

with regards situations in which there is a decision not to
treat, and nurses' concerns regarding legalities as they
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apply to patient care when there is conflict between health

care professionaLs,

The use of open-ended quesLions is valuabÌe, in that it

allows respondents to contribuLe to the knowledge base in a

dynamic way. Nursing pract.ice is constanLly changÍng, with

resultanL "nehJ" stressors presenting a challenge to nurses"

Open*ended questions such as were incLuded in the modified

MoraI Distress Scale afford an opportunity for front-Iine
practitÍoners Lo inform researchers about Lhe changes Lhey

are experiencing.

FindÍngs from this study suggest a crucÍal- next step

which must be considered: if NICU nurses experience moral

distress to a moderaLe degree, what can be done to help them

cope with this experience? Research exploring coping

mechanisms for this problems is lacking and is sorely

needed. Perhaps more importantly, ulhat can be done to

prevenL Lhe experience of moral dístress in the first place?

In this study, several findings suggest that enhanced

communication, both inter and intra*prof essional.Ly, would be

helpful to nurses in eLhicaIly-charged situations. This

finding is supportive of simiLar assertions made by other

researchers. Thus, research exploring how to better

communicate, and perhaps negotiate, r^lould be of benefit to

nursi ng .
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Conc-J,usipn

This study uLilized t^Iilkinson's (L9a7/ee ) MoraI

Distress Model Lo exPÌore Lhe exPerience of moral distress

among NICU nurses. Ihe Moral Distress Scale was used to

assist in quantifying the degree of moral distress

experienced by NICU nurses, Es weII as to ascertain the

frequency with which various clinicaÌ situations are

encountered in day-to-day NfCU nursing duties. This

methodotogy hras seLected to expand upon PreviousLy reported

data from mainly qualitative studies which suggested that

moral distress is an entity of considerable imPortance in

NICU nursing.

The study found Lhat NICU nurses do exPeì'ience a

moderately high degree of moral distress in their day-to*day

wor k. There hJas a signif icant positive corì-e.l-ation betr¡leen

fnean moral distress level and mean frequency of exPosure to

ethically-charged situations. This finding is suPPortive of

t¡ilkinson's (L987/eS ) UoraI Ðistress ModeI predÍction that

increasing frequency of exPosure is related to ineffective

coping behaviors (Appendix A).

Of interest is the fact LhaL neither ã9ê, nursing

experience, nursing education, Parental status' previous

experience wíth ethÍcaI decision-making of a Personai. nature

nor having left a prevÍous position due to institutional

consLraints which prevented the nurse from doÍng what they
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considered to be the "right" thing, were related to Lhe

extent to which nurses experienced morai- disLress. These

results generally supporL the findings of Berger et aI.
(1991) r^lho reported that there were no staListicalLy

significant relationships between education, age or

experience and either the frequency of exposure or the leveL

of "disturbance" as a result of "ethical issues" itr tne

wor kpi.ace .

OualÍLative data from this study generaLly supports

previously findings, includins categories of stressors which

ÍncLude incomp].ete information-giving, paternalism./puIl^ing

rank, unnecessary treatmenL/prolonging support, incompetence

of health care team members, "experimental " treatment, and

others, including inequity in treatment of patients and

famiLies and non*support of nursing administraLion.

Several suggesLions have been made in regard to nursing

pracLice, education, and future nursing research, Further

refinement of the MoraI Distress Scale, together with

exploration regarding coping mechanisms of nurses and the

ulLimate effect of moral distress on nurses and patients

will assist in the ability of nursing to both support the

front*Iine caregivers r¡ho are at risk for this af f Iiction,
and enhance our abiLity to provÍde optimaJ. quaLity care for
patients and their families.
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APPENDIX B

MORAL DISTRESS SCALE
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MORAL DISTRESS is defined as painful feelings and/or psychological

disequilibrium caused by a situation where

(1) you believe you know the ethically ideal action to take, and

(2) you believe you cannot carry out that action because of

institutionalized obstacles, such as lack of time, supervisory

disinterest, medical power, institution policy or legal limits

This scale measures your perceptions on two dimensions:

(a) whether a situation causes moral distress and

iOl how frequently these situations occur'



For your current position, please indicate for each of the following situations, the extent to which you experience
MORAL DISTRESS. Please answer on a scale for 1 to 7, where

| = Not at all to f =.To a great extent
(No moral distress) (a lot of moral distress)

***IF YOU HAVE NEVER ENCOUNTERED THE SITUATION, PLEASE MARK THE MORAL DISTRESS RATING "X".

Next, please indicate for each situation how often you encounter the situation, using a scale of 1 to 7, where

1=Never to 7=FrequentlY

{l. Follow the family's wíshes for the patient's
care when I do not agree with them.

Follow the family's wishes to continue life support even
though it is not in the best interest of the patient.

Carry out the physician's orders for unnecessary tests and
treatments.

Assist the physician who performs a test or treatment
without informed consent.

lnitiate dramatic life-saving actions when I think it only
prolongs death.

2.

3.

4.

5.

MORAL DISTRESS

12 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 5 6 7

FREQUENCY

1234567

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6'7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4 56 7
H
Þ\



For the MORAL DISTRESS scale, 1 = Not at all 7 = To a great extent.
IF YOU HAVE NEVER ENCOUNTERED THE SITUATION, MARKTHE MORAL DISTRESS RATING'X'.
For the FREQUENCY scale, 1 = Never 7 = Frequently

6. lgnore situations of suspected patient abuse by
caretakers

lgnore situations in which I suspect that the parents
have not given adequately informed consent.

Perform a procedure when the parents are not
adequately informed about what their child is
about to undergo.

Carry out a work assÍgnment in which I do not feel
professionally com petent.

Avoid taking any action when I learn that a nurse
colleague has made a medícation error and does
not repoft it.

Let medical students and/or residents perform
painful procedures on patients solely to increase
their skill.

B.

9.

10.

11.

12. Follow the parent's request not to discuss death
with a child who asks about their dying newborn
sibling.

MORAL DISTRESS

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

FREQIJENCY

1234567

1234567

12 3 4 56 7

12 34 567 12 34 567

1234567

1234567

12 3 4 56 7

1234567

1234567
F
P
cjl



For the MORAL DISTRESS scale, 1 = Not at all 7 = To a great extent.
IF YOU HAVE NEVER ENCOUNTERED THE SITUATION, MARK THE MORAL DISTRESS RATING "X".

For the FREQUENCY scale, 1 = Never 7 = Frequently

MORAL DISTRESS

13. Follow the physician's order not to discuss death
with parents who ask about the death of their
dying infant.

14. Assist physicians who are practicing procedures
on a patient after CPR has been unsuccessful.

15. Carry out the physician's orders for unnecessary tests
and treatments for terminally ill patients.

16. Work with "unsafe" levels of nurse statfing.

17. Carry out orders or institutional policies to discontinue
treatment.

18. Continue to participate in care for a hopelessly injured
patient who is being sustained on a respirator, when
no one will make a decision to "pull the plug."

19. Observe without intervening when health care personnel
do not respect the patient's dignity.

20. Follow the physician's order not to tell the parent(s) the
truth when they ask for it.

12 34 567 12 34 567

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

FREQU ENCY

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

12345 6 7*Þ
.O



For the MORAL DISTRESS scale, 1 = Not at all 7 = To a grent extent.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER ENCOUNTERED THE SITUATION, MARK THE MORAL DISTRESS RATING "X'.

For the FREQUENCY scale, 1 = Never 7 = Frequently

21. Assist the physician who in your opinion is providing

incompetent care.

22. Prepare a neonate with a fatal anomaly for surgery.

23. Prepare a terminally ill patient who is a "No 99" for
surgery to have a feeding tube put in.

24. Discharge a patient who is medically stable,
although the family has many teaching needs.

25. Work in a situation where the number of staff is so
low that care is inadequate.

26. Give only hemodynamic stabilizing medication
intravenously during a 99 with no compressions
or intubation.

27. Follow the physician's request not to discuss a 99
status with the familY.

MORAL DISTRESS

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

12 3 4 56 7

FREQU ENCY

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

12 3 4 5

12 3 4 567

bl 1234567

1234567

I\)



ZB. Are there other clinical situations, not described above, which 
tzr

cause you to feel moral distress? lf so; please list and describe

these below.

29. Have you ever left a nursing position PRIMARILY because
institutional constraints made it nearly impossible to pursue the

right course of action?

1. t I Yes--lf yes, please describe the situation below:

2. t lNo



L2230. Have you personally been involved in an ethically--charged
situation, not related to your work as a nurse which had an
impact on the degree of moral distress you experience at work?
For example, have you had to make treatment decisions for a
familv member who could not do so for him or herself?

1. t2.i
Yes
No

lf you have been involved in such a situation, and are
comfortable doing so, please briefly describe the situation.

For the following two questions, please answer using a scale of
1to7. where:

1 = very low
2 = moderately low
3 = slightly low
4 = average

5 = slightly high
6 = moderately high
7 = very high

31. ln my experience, the stress level in the NICU today
(ie. February 1994), compared to most of the time, is: (Circle
one)1234s67

32. ln my experience, the amount of input Nlcu nurses have in
ethical decision-making in the clinical area is: (circte one)

1234567
'LEASE 

NOTE: This instrument is a modified version of thatcreated bv M"c' correv (copv¡isht röõðj. see Appendix r.
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APPENDIX C

BTOGRAPHICAL DATA SHETT

33. Please indicate the highest level of education you have acquired

in nursing.

1. t I DiPloma
2. t I Baccalaureate
3. I I Master's

34. Please indicate thc highest degree you have oh¡tained

regardless of major.

I Diploma
I Baccalaureate

3. t I Master's

35. please indicate the Basic Nursing education which prepared you

to become a nurse.

1. t I DiPloma
2. t I Baccalaureate

36. What year did you graduate from your basic nursing program?

4l.

2.

19

37. Are you a graduate of a certificate program in nursing e.g. an

ICU course?

1. t I Yes
2.tlNo
lf so, which one?
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3B.HaveyouhadanyformofEthicseducation?

1. t I Yes
2.tlNo
lf so, please list courses or workshops you have parlicipated in.

39. What is Your marital status?

1. t I Single, never married

2. t I Married
3. t I SeParated
4. i I Divorced
5. t I Widowed

40. What Year were You born?

19

41. Are you a Parent?

1. t I Yes
2.tlNo
lf you are a parent, how old are your children?

42. How long have you been employed on your current unit?

vears months
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43. How long have you been employed since you became a nurse?

1. t I LessthanlYear
2. t I lYearto3Years
3. t I 4 Years to 10 Years

4. t I 11 Years to 20 Years

44,Howmanyhoursareyouemp|oyedtoworkeachweek?

1, t I Less than 20

2. t I 20to32
3. t I 33 to 37'5

45. How long have you worked under your current immediate

suPervisor?

46. Whai is Your Position?

1. t I Staffnurse
2. t I Other
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APPENDIX D

ETHICAL APPROVAL FOR STUDY

The Universitv of Manitoba

FACULTY OF NURSiNG
ETHICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE

APPROVAI, FORM

Prop o sal Nu mb er--NÍ-9]L31- .-

proposal Title. I'NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE NURSES Al\lD THE EXPERIENCE 0E--
MORAL DISTRESS. ''

Name and Title of
Researcher(s): BARSARA J. I^]HEELER, R.N.,B.N.UAI\JÃIuI u. Y!¡¡s!!!¡!, *\'!i! tsr¡r-

MASTER OF NURSING GRADIJATE STUDENT

FACULTY OF NURSING UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Date of Review: NOVEI"IBER 01, I993.

APPROVED BY THE COMMITTEE: NOVEMBER 0I, 1993.

ônmmanfc. APPROVED WITH SUBI"IITTED REVISIONS/CLARIFICATIONS RECETVEi)
vvllll¡¡vrrLo

NOVEMBER 09. 1993.

Dare: nil. /a./??3
' LindaJ./É.ristj^ór{, PbD, RN Chairperson 0

Associate Professor
University of Manitoba Faculty of Nursing

Position

NOTE:
Any significant changes in the proposal should be reported to the Chairperson for the

Ethicai Review Committee's consideration, in advance of implementation of such

changes.

Revised: 92l04l22lse
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APPENDIX E

INTR_ODUCTTON. TO THË- STUDY

HeIIo, my name is Barbara tJheeler and Ï am a graduate
student in the Faculty of Nursing at the University of
Manitoba. In parLial fulfillmenl of the Program, I am

conducting a study on the exPerience of moral distress among
Neonatal Intensive Care nurses

M<¡raI dist.ress occurs when one ís Prevented from doÍng
what they believe to be the "right " thing, or when one f eel-s
an action is wrong, but because of the situation is forced
to do it anyway " Your opinions and exPeriences are
important to this study, because as Practicing nurses Y1IJ
are famitiar Nith situations r^lhich cause you to experietrcu
mora]- distress in your role as an NICU nurse- t^Jhiie there
are no immediate benefits to your participating in this
study, the information you Provide may help nurses to better
understand, and to better coPe with, the effects of moral
distress.

If you decide to participate, it r^riII involved f illins
out two questionnaires, which wiII take approximately 15-20
mi nutes .

you aì-e noL obligated to parLiciPate in Lhe study. If,
after seeing the questionnaires, YaU decide not to complete
Lhem, that is perfectly aII right-*you mav decide to
discontinue you1- Participation in the study at any t |me.
Your participaLion witl remain comPletely confidentia|
Your name will not appear on any questionnaires '

Do you have any questions?

If you are interested in participating, please plan tcr
attend one of the scheduled data collection sessions. If it
is impossible for you to attend one of these, but you t^lould
Iike Lo participate, I can leave a questionnaire with You,
together with an enveloPe in which you can return your
completed forms to me,

Tf you have any questions, you may contacL the myself oì'my
Faculty Advisor at any time.

Thank you for your interest in my sLudy.

Barbara J " tJheeler , R.N. , B.N. Professor Annette GuPt'on
Phone. 237 2053 or 253 t7O6 Phone: 474 622Q
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APPENDIX F

TNFORMATIONAL POSTER

I\TTJRS :f Ì.{G ]R.ESE.Z\.R.CH

I am conducting a nursing research study expl-oring the experience
of noral distress among NICU nurses as part of my l{aster's degree.

YOUR OPINIONS AND EXPERIENCES ARE IMPORTÀNT TO THTS STUDY, BECÃ,USE
ÀS PRÄCTICING NI.IRSES YOU ÀRE F.A}.TLIAR [^]ITH SITUÀTIONS WHICH CAUSE
YOU TO E};PERIENCE MORÄL DISTRESS IN YOUR ROI,E ÀS Ä,N NICU NURSE.

If you decide to participate, you wiÌl be asked to complete two
questionrraires, which wiLl- take approximately 20 minutes.
You are not obligated to participate in the study. If, after
seeing the questionnaires, you decide not to complete them, that is
perfectly alI right--you may decide to discontinue your
participation at any time. Whil-e there are no immediate benefits
to your participating in this study, the information you provid.e
nay help nurses to better understand, and to better cope with, the
effects of noral distress.

I will be in the unit at the fol-lowing times to conduct my study:

Tuesday, Feb.
Wednesday, Feb.
Friday, Feb.
Saturday, Feb.
Sunday, Feb.
Wednesday, Feb.
Wednesday, Feb.
Sunday, Feb.

Evenings
Nights
Evenings
Nights
Days
Nights
Days
Evenings

I
2
4
5
6
9
9
13

If you are interested in
participating, but are not
availabl-e at one of these
times, f can leave the
questionnaires with yoü,
together i¿ith an envelope
in which you can return them.

I will be collecting data during break times. Coffee and
will be províded in the 4,3 Conference room at thís time.

If you have any questions about the study, please caII me"
number is available at the desk.

I hope to see you at one of my data collection sessions!

Barbara Whee1er, RN, BN

muffins

My home
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APPENDÏX G.

LETÏER TO NURSE EXPERTS RE PRE*TEST

November 26, L993

Dear

I am plannins a study on the experience of mc¡ral
distress among Neonatal fntensive Care nurses. Moraldistress occurs when one is prevented from doing what they
berieve to be the "right" thing, or when one feels an action
is wrr"rng, but because of the siLuation Ís forced to do it
anYwaY -

Âs part of my planned research, r wourd rike Lo pirot
test the measurement instrument r urill be using with a smarrgroup of nurse experts such as yourself. T would very much
appreciate your assistance in this matter**specificarry, byyour reviewing and crÍtiquins the instrument.

The morar distress scare is a copyrishted instrumenc
developed by Mary c. correy at the university of VirsÍnia.
She has used it severäI Limes, and has establÍshed
psychometric data which are acceptable for scal_es at .i:.his
stage of development. r have modified the scare to some
degree , to accc¡mmodate f or:

L . differences in Canadian ( versuspractice;
2. differences in neonatal ( versus

practice; and
3. an interest in expLorÍng the relationship (if any)

between frequency of exposure to ethicalry-charged
situations and intensity of moral distress
experienced.

A pÍlot test will be of value in identifying probiems
which may have been created when the scare was modifíed.
Prease review the Moral Þistress scale considering thefollowingr

1. how appropriate is the question? Is the question
clear?

2- does the question refrect typicar canadian neonatal
intensive care nursing practice?

3- do the questions generally seem to belong together?
4- are there any questions which bother you as a

nurse,/respondent?

American ) nursing

adult ) nursing
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My hope is that my thesis study wiII contribute in some
smalL ¡ray Lo the understanding of a pervasive problem u¡hich
is potentially disastrous for nurses both personally and
professionally. T hope you can help me with the first stage
of my research.

The questionnaire may be returned to me by placine it
back in the inter*hospital mail, directed to Room D2O45, 5L.
BonÍface Hospital. Thanks for your consideration of my
request "

Sincerely,

Barbara J. [^JheeIer
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APPENDIX H

CONTENT ANALYSIS CATEGORI_E.S

Çategories of situations inducing moral distress in nurses

L - Paternalism./puIIing rank

2 " Incomplete information given to parents

3 . Unnecessary treaLment./proIongi ng support

4 " Others*-includes inequity in treatment of
patients /f anil ies ; non-supportive
management

5. Incompetence of health care team members

6. "Experimental " treatment
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PERMISSION TO USE
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Medicat College of Virginia
Virginia Córnmonwealth University

Septernber L7 , l-993

Barbara WheeIer, RN

l-40 Cassin Crescent
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3X1R3

Dear Ms. Wheeler:

This letter confírms the permission r gave you over the phone to
alter the Moral Distress scale for your resèarch, making it more

appropriate foi náonatat intensive cãre unit nurses' In addítion'
yãr-, rrã.t" my permission to publish your f indings '

SincereIY,

uutv 6. corleY , Phó, RN /
Associate Professor

School of Nursing n Department of Nursing Administration and lnformation S5rstems . Box 567
Richmond, Virginia 23298-0167 . (8O4) 786-0710. FÁ.X (804) 371-7743. TDD (804) 786-9000


